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ABSTRACT
Personal safety applications on mobile devices have gained attention recently, and solutions have been developed with features such as fake calls, panic buttons, etc. However,
little research has been done to understand how these applications can be used in an unsafe
situation. In our research, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 30 participants,
and recorded their perceptions of using personal safety applications in three unsafe Scenarios. The unsafe Scenarios were varied in the level of the individual’s isolation and we
asked participants about their perceptions of their personal safety and the actions that they
would take both before and after installing a personal safety application on their phone.
Most participants indicated that they would include a personal safety application as part of
their collective response to unsafe situations. However, there was also resistance to solely
relying upon an application, as participants did not trust that it would be effective and that
they would be able to successfully use it in an unsafe situation. Furthermore, many participants were also concerned about privacy issues; whether the application was collecting
and sharing their information. Based upon the findings, we have provided design recommendations for such applications.
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Chapter 1- INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Personal safety is one of the principal concerns of any responsible society in the world. It
is evident that the problem of personal safety is faced more by women and LGBTQ+1
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer) people than men in general [77]. The case
of an attack and then rape of women on a bus in India in 2012 and the rape case of a 6year-old girl in Pakistan in 2017 are few high-profile examples [2][3] of the problem of
personal safety. Missing people from the streets who are later found murdered or being
trafficked, also calls for better personal safety measures as this problem is prevalent in even
the most developed countries of the world [79,80]. It is essential for our society to work on
limiting and preventing these types of incidents from happening.

Perception towards personal safety can be subjective as it can depend on many factors:
women and elderly populations have been found to be more concerned than men about
personal safety [9]. Plenty of research has been done on the tourists visiting foreign countries and how their perceptions of safety are formed within those countries [10,12,30]. The
degree to which a person can feel unsafe from their surroundings can either be dependent
on the individual or external factors. Nationality, purpose of the visit [11], and past experiences with crime are individual factors, whereas road traffic is listed as an external factor

1

This definition is different from what has been used in other chapters of this thesis because the paper by
SOW [77] uses this definition.
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[9, 10]. For example, individuals visiting Cape Town for holidays found it safer in comparison to people visiting the same location to see friends/family or for business purposes
[11]. Moreover, an individual’s perception about personal safety in a certain surrounding
might also be affected by personal biases, such as recommendations from different
online/offline sources and time spent in that neighborhood. Indeed, the complexity of this
issue has led to various types of solutions: from changing the environment around us so to
better facilitate the individuals’ desires for personal safety to personal means of empowering individuals to seek help when they are in need [4,6].

In the past, many different measures have been proposed as prevention mechanisms for
these types of incidents, out of which making changes to environments, such as better lighting [4] and increased police/security patrols [5] are a few examples. Recent surveys, such
as the one conducted by Peña-García et al. with 275 people in the city of Granada (Spain),
indicated that the people feel much safer in well-illuminated (that is, uniformly lit) streets
[6]. Researchers have even gone a step further to understand how techniques such as dynamic street lighting have a correlation to the perception of safety in unsafe situations [7].
Increased visibility by others, either in the form of having people around or having areas
patrolled more by security/police, have also proven to be helpful in studies conducted in
the past by Cozens et al. [8]. However, whether security in a certain area can be equated to
the presence of uniformed personnel, has also been debated [12]. Using the transit survey
data describing St. Louis Metro Link riders in the United States, Kim et al. found that
females used Light Rail (local railway transit in St. Louis) more often if the areas are well
patrolled [5].
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The use of independent resources such as pepper spray to ensure safety has been gaining
more attention in recent research regarding personal safety. As part of this attention, the
role of mobile phones has been considered due to their ubiquitous presence and frequent
use, and the various ways they can help their users to obtain assistance (e.g., calling for
help) [13]. Past studies [14, 16, 17, 19] have shown that women feel more secure when
they have their mobile phones, and that seeking help in response to trouble (security) is
one of the primary reasons to use a mobile phone. These findings, as well as the higher
availability and frequent use of mobile phones, contribute to why mobile phones are being
investigated for numerous social causes, including personal safety [15]. Governments
around the world have also shown interest in motivating their citizens to develop solutions
through personal safety applications [18], and some, like India in particular, have mandated
a "panic button" feature for all phones by 2017 [23,78].

Although much work has been done in terms of developing mobile solutions such as developing personal safety applications with a range of features like location sharing, panic
alarms and messaging [20,22,27,32,36], researchers/developers are still mainly focused on
designing solutions without a proper understanding of the issue from a user's perspective.
However, recent research has started to focus on understanding how these solutions are
applicable and usable in specific situations. For example, Karusala and Kumar [21] investigated the experiences of women in public spaces in India and their opinions on the compulsory panic button using semi-structured interviews and surveys. Through their findings
they emphasized that the mandate to have a panic button on every phone would prove likely
to be ineffective in public places. Reasons for it to be ineffective were twofold: the panic
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button's limited ability to interact in any manner, and misunderstanding the effect of important factors such as perceptions of safety in public spaces and law enforcement on
women’s safety in public spaces [21]. However, the trial of having panic buttons on all the
mobile phones has just started earlier this year (May, 2018) and no data has been released
on the effectiveness of the buttons, making it hard to comment on any claims [78].

Our research wished to go beyond designing new solutions; we wondered about the efficacy of the already available personal safety applications, and how the general population
would use the personal safety applications in Scenarios they perceived to be unsafe. In this
way, we define the effectiveness of personal safety apps as a measure of whether the apps
might actually be used by people to protect their safety in a perceived unsafe situation. We
aimed to evaluate effectiveness by using Scenarios as stimuli for conducting semi-structured interviews with the participants and also sought recommendations from users on what
features they would wish to have included for future personal safety applications.

In our research, we define personal safety as: a person's ability to protect themselves in
situations perceived to be unsafe, involving a potential threat to their well-being (hereafter,
referred to as an "unsafe situation").

1.2 THESIS CONTRIBUTION
We explored the effectiveness of three personal safety apps by conducting semi-structured
interviews with 30 participants. The effectiveness of the apps was tested by the use of three
different Scenarios with varying degrees of risk and reach for help.
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In order to choose the applications for our study, we tested/analyzed commercial applications for personal safety available in play store (Android) or app store (Apple). We evaluated ten applications in total and categorized them into three categories, namely: Purpose
Based Tracking, Minimalistic Design and Fully Featured personal safety applications.
Fully Featured applications include many features other than just informing the appropriate
authority/person in the application itself. A careful decision needs to be made on what
features to use in a specific situation such as Bsafe. On the other hand, Minimalistic Design
applications have very simple user interfaces and include basic features such as seeking
help using text/call, which may lead to very fast reactions in unsafe situations such as Circleof6. Purpose Based Tracking applications are not actually designed for personal safety
as their basic purpose, but include features like family location tracking and can act as a
personal safety application in many different situations such as Life360. We have chosen
one application from each category which have suitable functionality and robustness to be
evaluated by our users. All three applications are available for Apple and Android devices.

We recruited participants who had reported at least one experience of an unsafe situation.
This initial screening was required to gain more accurate results as we relied on participants
to imagine their past situations when they read three unsafe Scenarios provided by researchers during the study. The Scenarios were created in a manner to give minimal information to convey a risky situation, allowing participants to create the details specific to
their own subjective and contextual concerns.
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With all the participants, we tried to understand their reactions to these Scenarios both
before and after introducing the personal safety applications to them. While they used the
personal safety applications, we observed participants’ behavior on how they made their
choices for giving permissions to the apps and how thoroughly they went through the terms
and conditions (T&C). The observations were made by the second researcher present in
the room. Observations included understanding whether the participant agreed to give a
specific permission to the applications and if they made any effort to read reviews or T&C
of the applications. All the Scenarios were carefully designed to apply to all gender identities and age groups, and were also very general (i.e. not presenting any particular situation).
We explored the correlation of any behavioral changes in terms of giving permissions,
storage and data collection while installing and using personal safety applications in comparison to the other applications. Furthermore, we investigated the reasons behind the
choices made by the participants regarding using a specific personal safety application and
any recommendations for future personal safety applications.

This thesis contributes to the fields of personal safety through mobile applications, safety
perceptions and initial directions towards framework design for safety applications. The
contributions are as follows:

 Classification of perceived unsafe situations by various demographics.
 Exploration of how personal safety applications are used when users encountered unsafe situations (in lab conditions).
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 Examination of behavioral differences of users in the presence and absence of personal
safety applications when faced with unsafe situations (in lab conditions).
 Providing a variety of reasons for the choices made by the users when it comes to personal safety applications.
 Providing initial directions to developing a framework for designing personal safety
applications for different Scenarios.
 Suggesting an additional category namely “combined” to categorize responses from
the participants.

1.3 THESIS OVERVIEW
Chapter 2 describes the background works related to our topic. We begin with surveying
the use of personal safety mobile applications and focusing on specialized personal safety
applications available in the marketplace. We then discuss previous work on use and effectiveness of these applications in unsafe situations and ways of evaluating these approaches.

In Chapter 3, we discuss our motivation for our study design. We designed a study, which
we then evaluated by conducting pilot studies with lab members. Using the feedback collected from the pilot study and recommendations given by the Dalhousie Research Ethics
Board (hereafter “REB”), we present our final study design.

In Chapter 4, we present results obtained by conducting the study with 30 participants,
exploring their reactions to the Scenarios in the presence and absence of personal safety
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apps. We then explore any trends in the results obtained by our participants from different
demographics.

Chapter 5 analyzes this thesis' work and discusses the initial directions our results provide
for designing a framework on developing personal safety applications in different Scenarios, which justifies our approach towards the problem, presents the opportunities to explore
the problem for better understandings, and discusses limitations of our research study.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions drawn from our work with consideration of the
fact that it has not been performed in actual settings. It then discusses the theoretical implications which can be derived from our research. We conclude by listing the future directions of personal safety applications which should be further investigated.

1.4 COLLABORATION
The research presented in this thesis is a part of a project called PRISM (Privacy, Security
and Personal Safety with Mobile Technologies) undertaken by an interdisciplinary team of
researchers from Dalhousie University, Heriot Watt University and University of Edinburgh. A research paper from the same body of work as presented in this thesis, titled “On
the Effectiveness of Personal Safety Apps in Public Spaces” [76], is being prepared for
publication at a suitable venue. Another graduate student (Dilpreet Singh) in the same project (PRISM) has explored the literature and some of the applications/frameworks proposed
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for personal safety applications. Their work gave us a good deal of understanding and future direction for our study and aspects of personal safety which we explored further in our
research.
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Chapter 2- REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this chapter, we review the literature related to the topic of public safety and some of
the methods used at present (mobile applications available in the Android and Apple app
marketplaces in our case) to ensure public safety using technology. We first examine the
past work done in understanding how people perceive public safety at any given location
at certain times of the day. We then review the existing literature on the use of mobile applications for public safety and its relation to changes in this perception. Finally, we discuss work related to some of the mobile applications for personal safety that are available
in the market. We conclude this chapter by explaining why we have chosen to research
the use of personal safety applications as part of an overall response in an unsafe situation.

2.1 PERCEPTION FORMATION ABOUT PUBLIC SAFETY
Perceptions about feeling safe (or not) at any specific place are always subjective. Many
studies have been conducted in the past to understand different factors, including lighting,
presence of uniformed personnel, and past experience with crime [4, 6, 7, 12]. We define
perceived personal safety as a person’s immediate sense of security and an absence of anxiety of becoming victimized when traveling through a particular environment at any given
location.
2.1.1 External factors
Research has been undertaken to understand external factors that play significant roles in
perception formation for individuals about their safety at any given location. Street lighting
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is critical not only for avoiding obstacles and crime prevention, but also for providing a
general sense of security to road users. Peña-García et al. [6] conducted a survey with 275
randomly-chosen pedestrians (anonymous, no personal information was asked except for
education and gender) who were walking along five different streets of the city of Granada,
Spain with similar lighting conditions (illumination uniformity and light intensity) and
number of pedestrians on the street at given times. The survey asked 11 questions, mostly
relating to how participants felt about the presence of lighting on the street, intensity, uniformity and how some of these factors influenced their minds about perceived safety. They
found that well-illuminated streets with uniformed lighting help people feel safe. This
safety perception is even stronger when illumination levels are higher, as they help individuals achieve a feeling of alertness (e.g. recognizing faces of surrounding people). In
terms of studying the difference in perception with the colour of the lighting, whether it is
yellow or white, the study found that people felt safer in white light when compared to
yellow light, even if white light results in more light pollution [6].

Considering light pollution and energy waste aspects related to having continuous, highlyintense street lighting has called for a better understanding of concepts such as dynamic
lighting and smart light distribution. Smart light distribution is a lighting technology using
automated high efficiency controls to adjust lighting based on conditions such as daylight
availability. These solutions may sound promising as they illustrate an effort to improve
situational awareness by providing better lighting while keeping lighting distributions efficient; however, the question of how people actually perceive safety with these new implementations is an important concern and will need to be addressed to understand how
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safer and efficient lighting solutions can be created in future. Haans et al. [7] explored how
pedestrians gain an advantage from the presence of lighting and how it can be intelligently
distributed over lamp posts in dynamic road lighting conditions. They focussed on understanding whether people feel safer having more lighting around them or on the parts of the
road that lie ahead [7]. To what extent an individual's sense of safety is influenced by features of the physical environment has been described in the research of Haans et al. by
three proximate (immediate) cues: prospect (having an overview), refuge (perceived escape possibilities) and escape (perceived hiding places for offenders), as defined by Fisher
et al. [35], which are loosely related to the prospect-refuge theory proposed by Bloabaum
et al. [24].

A multiple phase study consisting of two experiments was conducted by Haans et al. [7] at
a test site as shown in Fig 2-1. These experimented aimed to understand whether people
feel safe with more light in their primary surroundings or on the parts of the road that they
are approaching. Haans et al. also confirmed that the perceived personal safety of their
participants at night can be better described by changes in the participants' perception of
prospect, refuge and escape [7]. We explored this study by Haans et al. [7] in depth to
understand the perception of safety created by people under different lighting conditions
as it is an important factor to consider when imagining an unsafe situation. As mentioned
in Chapter one, the Scenarios presented to the participants were very general in nature, and
we expected our participants to think about the specifics of a past unsafe situation during
the different semi-structured interviews conducted in our research study. Surprisingly,
when voluntarily expressing their imagined unsafe situations, most of our participants
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noted that they took place at night. This data makes it essential to understand how the
absence/presence of light affects perceived safety in a given situation and the work by
Haans et al. [7] provides a clear understanding of this issue.

In the first experiment performed by Haans et al. [7], 29 women ranging in age between
19-30 (Mean= 22.9) were taken to a comparatively unfamiliar test site as presented in Fig
2.1. The majority of these women believed the site to be at least fairly safe. The women
participated in a two (road segment: east and west) by three (conventional, ascending and
descending light distributions, as shown in Fig. 2-2) within subject experimental design
study. For phase one, participants were made to stand in the middle of the road. They were
then subjected to nine different lighting distributions with one on the east and other on the
west, while Haans et al. counterbalanced the order across participants. After reaching the
end of the road, participants were asked which light distribution they preferred with respect
to perceived personal safety. In comparison, in phase two, again starting from the middle
of the road, all of the participants were presented six road lighting conditions; however,
one at a time, while counterbalancing the order across the participants. The participants
were then asked to complete a questionnaire in which every particular street segment was
evaluated for perceived personal safety, and through immediate cues, prospect, concealment and escape. At the end of experiment 1, the participants completed another questionnaire about femininity and masculinity characteristics as well as other demographics [7].

In Fig. 2.1 black squares represent the LED luminaries used in experiment 1 and 2. In
experiment 2, the LED luminaire indicated with the black triangle was used in addition to
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the ones described for experiment 1. The black star indicates the positioning of participants
[7].

Figure 2-1 Test site of the study by Haans et al. [7]

From experiment 1, Haans et al. [7] claim to have found that pedestrians would rather have
light in their immediate surroundings with respect to their perceived personal safety even
if it meant having lower illumination on the parts of the road lying ahead. In terms of gender, men/women evaluated with higher feminine characteristics (biological or psychological) perceived a higher threat of crime outdoors at night in comparison with men/ women
evaluated with less feminine traits [7], confirming the results of past research [31].

In experiment 2 by Haans et al. [7], fifty participants (28 men and 22 women) ranging in
age between 18-27 years (Mean = 21.8). These participants were mainly undergraduate
students from a few different technology institutions. Similar to experiment 1, most of the
participants stated that they believed the test site (which was the same as experiment 1) to
be fairly safe. Participants were subjected to three conditions (control, dark spot and spotlight) of light distribution as shown in Fig 2.3 within-subject experimental design study.
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Figure 2-2 The conventional (A), ascending (B), and descending light distribution (C) in
experiment1[7].
A “so called” Wizard-of-Oz set-up of dynamic lighting system was used. The set-up is
considered to be a “so-called” implementation of the Wizard-of-Oz technique as the current
position of the participant during the experiment was not being monitored live as its usually
done in Wizard-of-Oz set-ups. Participants were required to press a button on a radio link
to let their position on the street be known to researchers while they walked down the street
from east to west under three different conditions, counterbalanced across the participants.
An experimenter from the control room was able to initiate a computer program which
changed the intensity of lamp posts every 3.75s (derived from the pilot study) for a duration
of 15s (the average time taken by a pedestrian to move from one lamppost to another;
monitored from the pilot study) until the end of test site. After every route, the participants
were asked to assess the safety on the street by doing a questionnaire before beginning to
move in the opposite direction under the next lighting condition. At the end of the experiment, the participants were asked to complete a questionnaire asking for several demographic details. Haans et al. [7] claim to find similar results from experiment 2 as experiment 1; participants still seemed to prefer more lighting in their immediate surroundings
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with female participants having lower perceived personal safety in comparison to male
participants. Both experiment 1 and 2 took thirty minutes to execute and a compensation
of €10.00 was offered to the participants from each experiment.

Figure 2-3 The control (A), dark spot (B), and spotlight conditions (C) in experiment 2
[7].
Based on their results, Haans et al. [7] claim to associate a higher sense of safety with
higher prospect and refuge, but lower concealment. Alhough this study had many limitations, such as conducting the experiment in a relatively safe setting and asking participants
to indicate their position through an action (experiment 2), which may have affected the
results; the study gives a better insight into perceived personal safety in the context of the
distribution of lighting.

Similar to the presence/absence of lighting, a few other external factors seem to affect perceived safety in an unsafe situation. It has been noted by a a number of researchers that
fear in any particular situation does not only develop because of risk and past experience
of crime, but also due to exposure to crime through mass media, traffic and individuals'
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respective perceptions of police effectiveness at any specific destination [29,10]. Cultural
differences of how police presence can minimize crime can be derived from the deterrence
theory [81]: an increased police presence will increase the likelihood of catching individuals disobeying the law while they are committing crimes. The findings from a comprehensive literature review conducted by Zhao et al. [34] for 26 different projects (conducted
between 1977-1999) echo the findings surrounding the question of how an increased police
presence affects perceived personal safety.

Another instance of deterrence theory in action can be observed from a study conducted to
monitor the effects of police presence on urban driving speeds. This study claimed that the
presence of police vehicles can both reduce the number of vehicles exceeding the speed
limit by two-thirds and also create a memory effect of police presence which lasts at least
two days [30]. This memory effect may lead to temporarily creating a better sense of perceived safety for the people who witness police presence in certain settings. However, the
claim that a higher sense of perceived personal safety is directly proportional to the presence of uniformed personnel or police is strongly debated by different researchers in the
last decade [12,10].

Amir et al. [10] conducted a study in Kuala Lumpur to understand the factors influencing
perception of safety where 156 participants (mostly international female travellers) of a
diverse age range and educational backgrounds answered a self-administered questionnaire. The questionnaire focussed on understanding the participants' perception of safety
in the presence of police professionals, among other factors presented in Table 2-1. When
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asked about the effects of the presence of police/uniformed personnel on their perceptions
of public safety, two perspectives were among the participants (based on the division of
public and tourists). The presence of a greater number of police/securitiy in any area may
lead participants to either feel safer and more secure or created doubts about their safety in
that particular area, as shown in Table 2-1 [10].
Table 2-1 Perceptions of safety and evaluation of measures/instruments [10]
Safety and
Security
Instruments/
Mean
Measures

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

Very Poor

Pedestrian
Design

17

73

54

12

0

2.38

Provision of
closed circuit
television
(CCTV)

10

46

71

21

8

2.81

Signboard
or direction
board

21

61

48

4

2

2.54

Amount of
lighting

18

88

43

6

1

2.24

Safety information

14

47

72

18

5

2.68

Number of
police and
security

30

50

51

24

1

2.25
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Similarly, another study conducted by Kwaku Adutwun [12] also challenges the claim that
the presence of uniformed personnel leads to an increased perception of safety in a tourist
population. Kwaku Adutwun [12] suggested that tourists feel unsafe if repeatedly reminded
to be vigilant.

When it comes to surveillance, it is hard to deny that the physical presence of authorities
has been heavily replaced by virtual surveillance methods like CCTV cameras or similar
devices. Multiple studies have been conducted in the past to understand the change in the
perception of perceived safety by the use of CCTV in an area. The results seem to suggest
that CCTVs can be effective in improving perceived safety to different degrees in some
cases, but not always. Bennett et al. [25] conducted a study with 716 participants with an
almost equal number of male and female (91.1 % Caucasian and 8.9% non-white) participants: 62% of the participants represented the 16-39 age group and 38% of them representing the 40+ age group. Participants were selected using quota sampling to resemble the
resident population of the city centre (Cambridge, England) in 1991. A total of 713 interviews were conducted, where each interview took 10 minutes to complete. They found that
one third of their sample believed that CCTVs were effective in crime detection and deterrence, in turn improving perceived safety, where female participants supported this claim
8% more than male. Female and elder participants were more in the favour of installing
CCTV-cameras. Moreover, a larger percentage of “non-white” participants compared to
“Caucasian” participants reported that CCTV would be effective in improving the perceived safety in the area [25].
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An extensive survey of literature conducted in the UK on the research studies on CCTVs
during 1990-1999 also claims that CCTVs have been effective in reducing the fear of crime
in public places [28]. However, the effect differs in different situations: in some situations,
the percentage of people feeling safer after installation of CCTVs only increased by 10%,
whereas in others it increased by more than 30% depending on factors such as place of
implementation [28]. On the contrary, another study [33] claims that CCTV is unlikely to
make women feel safer in town centres that are dominated by men at night. Another study
[41] conducted on public CCTV network in Philadelphia, USA also found the use of cameras resulted in a 13% reduction in crime, with many sites in the city showing similar results.

Some of the other external factors which have been discussed by other researchers include,
but are not limited to, road traffic, presence of potentially risky people and past experiences
with crime. These factors seemingly show a direct proportionality between these factors;
that is to say, more road traffic/presence of potentially risky people/greater risky experience
and risk/perceived fear towards personal safety.

Aforementioned factors in this Section, seem to have a direct relationship to how someone
would perceive safety in any particular area. Although we are not researching these factors
directly in our study, the independence given to the participants in our research study by
keeping the Scenarios (Appendix E) general and lacking details about the specifics of an
unsafe situation makes these factors important to our research study. The nature of the
descriptions given for Scenarios in our study gives the participants liberty to imagine any
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situation with varying degrees of the presence/absence of these factors for e.g. participants
talk about running towards a street with better lighting and more police presence such as
downtown when encountered with an unsafe situation. Knowing how these factors influence the perception of safety for any given place helps us to develop a better study design
and evaluation.
2.1.2 Individual factors
Perception of fear and perceived personal safety are not merely dependent on external factors, but also notably on individual factors including, but not limited to, age, gender and
educational background as explained later in this Section. In the past, many researchers
have discussed their results describing how these factors, when considered individually,
show differences in conclusions drawn about potential effects of perceived personal safety
from these studies.

Researchers have studied the effects of factors such as gender on perceived personal safety
[12,25,38], which is elaborated here by explaining work discussing specific genders and
their perceived safety in comparison to others. It has been evident from everyday incidents
around the world and research that people with more feminine characteristics (biological/
psychological) and those who identify as LGBTQQIP2SAA (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, questioning, intersex, pansexual, two-spirit (2S), androgynous and asexual)
seem to have a higher sense of feeling unsafe [8, 9, 31, 10, 38]. Throughout this and upcoming chapters, the term LGBTQQIP2SSA will refer to lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, questioning, intersex, pansexual, two-spirit (2S), androgynous and asexual.
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Evidently, a greater number of the studies conducted towards perceived personal safety are
directed towards groups at risk, like females and LGBTQQIP2SSA people [7, 10, 12].

A study was conducted by George [9] with 438 participants (53% male and 47% female)
to understand the perception of safety of the people visiting the city of Cape Town particularly in some of the most famous spots of the city. Visitors were asked to fill out an exploratory survey regarding perceived safety in the city. They found that female participants
seem to evaluate the situations less safe than men when questioned about the exact same
situations in daytime. In comparison, perception of safety after dark did not show any considerable difference between the responses of the male and female participants [9].

Numerous studies have attempted to explain why, given similar test conditions, female
participants report a decreased perceived personal safety in comparison to male participants, for example female participants support the policy of having CCTV cameras in public places [25,44,28]. Bennett et al. [25] and Philips [28] argue that female participants
seem to agree more (71.8%) with the claim that having CCTV can help to improve perceived safety than male participants (60.4%). This view is supported by the study completed by Haans et al. [7] where male and female participants were tested by researchers
for their perceived safety by having them walk in three different lighting arrangements as
shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. Researchers found that female participants felt lower personal
safety in comparison to male participants when subjected to similar experimental conditions. Similarly, Hunecke et al. [24] propose that femininity, but not masculinity, affects
perceived safety.
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Similarly, Amir et al. [10] surveyed 156 international female travellers in the city of Kuala
Lumpur about their perceived safety, and found that 87.3% of the respondents traveled
with at least one partner. They argue that this fact highlights that female travellers felt
unsafe and insecure when travelling alone. Their findings are similar to the findings of
Barker and Page [39], and Donaldson and Ferrerira [40] which show that women prefer to
travel with a companion. The papers listed above [7,9,10,12,24] explain how females and
persons who exhibit feminine traits have a lower perceived personal safety in comparison
to men in similar situations, which in turn expresses how gender is one of the factors affecting perception of safety for any given place.

However, there is a consensus among some researchers that gender is not proven to be an
important factor affecting the traveller’s perception of public safety, specifically in the case
of safety from crime at any travel destination [37, 45, 46]. Numerous studies have attempted to explain the correlation of age to perceived safety at a particular place
[9,11,12,25]. It has been suggested that support for implementing measures to improve
personal safety such as CCTV are supported more (78.8%) by people 40 years or older
than people in the age group of 16-39 [25].
Another study by George [11] concludes that older respondents (up to 55 years of age and
older) were more likely to feel worried about their personal safety with their increasing age
when compared to younger respondents. A similar view is supported by Yannakis et al.
[52]. It might be possible that older people may not have adequate enough physical abilities, such as vision or body strength) to conduct everyday tasks or to defend themselves in
potential unsafe situations, in comparison to younger age groups. Boakye et al. [12] argue
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that in the study conducted on 420 participants with more than 50% of them being young
(age<30), 58% of young people were most likely to believe themselves to be more vulnerable to crime with only 25% older participants (age >50) thinking the same.

Commenting on correlation between age group and perceived safety if an individual has
already encountered danger in the city, George [9] argues that younger visitors had more
probability to feel insecure than older visitors during the time they spent in the city. The
sense of insecurity can be credited to their higher likelihood of going out in the evenings
or at night when compared to older, mature visitors who were more experienced travellers.
Along the same lines, younger visitors may choose more “backpacker-type” accommodations such as Airbnb or student hostels instead of main spots for mass tourists such as hotels
[9]. Together these studies outline that age is a pivotal factor to determine the perceived
safety in any given surroundings.

Several researchers [9,11,49] have reported analyses of changes in perceived safety in correlation to the nationality of the individuals in question. George [11], while conducting a
study perceiving safety of participants visiting TMN Park (mountain hike) in Cape Town,
found that tourists from North America, South Africa and the UK were more likely to fear
for their personal safety than tourists from Germany and Holland. It is possible because of
several reasons such as past experiences with crime, recommendations from friends or purpose of visit. George [9] suggested that visitors coming to see family and friends perceived
higher threats to their safety than others visiting for business or holidays, which could be
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possible because of familiarity with the area of crime. These results support the study conducted by Mavondo et al. [49].

A broader perspective has been adopted in a study by Bebbett et al. [25] where participants
were investigated on their perceived personal safety on the basis of their ethnic origin and
related conditions. Although they did not find any significant differences (33.3% Caucasian vs. 31.0% others) explaining why certain individuals feel unsafe in similar situations,
the percentage of non-white individuals worried about being mugged, assaulted or insulted
is notably higher than that of white individuals.

Another study was conducted by Bridgman [82] where 159 participants, both male and
female from different ethnic origins living in a West Auckland community in New Zealand,
answered questions about their perceived personal safety in their neighbourhood. Bridgman [82] reported that European participants were more concerned about personal safety
and crime in comparison to people from other cultures. The European groups were also
more likely to request more frequent police patrols and were less interested in participating
in community-based approaches. Bridgman [82] also found that perception of safety is influenced by the culture and ethnic origin, and specifically, found that frequently one or a
group of cultures are seen as the problem by the dominant culture.

In view of all that has been mentioned so far [11,25,82], one may assume that the nationality/ethnicity of an individual affects how safe they feel in any given environment. Alhough there has not been any direct relationship found between the educational levels of
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the visitors to their perceived safety, it is still believed to affect how safe an individual feels
in any given surroundings, as explained in study conducted by Demos [57]. Demos [57]
claims that visitors with higher educational levels might be more aware of the places they
are visiting as they may do more research and be more aware of the safety standards of
their destination, which in turn may reflect their actions and a better perception of security
for any place. Overall, there seems to be much evidence of how perceived safety for a
certain environment around individuals can be dependent on many external and internal
factors making safety a very personal, subjective and complex issue.

2.2 MOBILE PHONE, PERCEPTION AND PERSONAL SAFETY
Taking note of the complexity of the issue of perceived personal safety, humans have been
seeking solutions for quite a while and mobile phones have emerged as one of the promising solutions for improving personal safety. Mobile phones, which initially provided the
comfort of contacting others in your network in seconds around the globe, are now being
explored for multiple purposes. Considering the high availability and use of mobile phones
around the world, researchers have been investigating if any solutions to our safety issues
can be developed using mobile phones.

Given the rapid growth and intrusion of mobile devices in our everyday life, it is not an
overstatement to say that mobile devices are looked upon as the first solution to all our
daily life tasks, starting from waking up with morning alarms to falling asleep while checking emails at night. It has been reported that 63% of the world population owns a mobile
device, which constitutes to 4.7 billion mobile phones [43]. Beyond making changes to the
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built environment such as street lighting [5] and increasing visibility to others [7], personal
means of protecting safety have become the focus of recent research. The role of mobile
phones has been considered due to their ubiquitous presence, frequent use [13], and the
various mechanisms they offer for obtaining assistance (e.g., calling for help). The universal presence, higher availability, and possibility of becoming a significant part of our overall response to unsafe situation motivates us to explore mobile phones as a solution to personal safety issues.

2.2.1 Improved perception of security with mobile phones

An increased sense of security has been reported by individuals in the presence of mobile
phones. [27, 19]. Mobile phones offer enhanced features enabling calls for help to include
location information. Major mobile phones manufacturers, like Apple Inc. and Google
LLC. [83], have started to come up with more solutions related to personal safety issues,
for instance enabling live location sharing with other users using the “Find my friends”
and “Trusted contacts” applications respectively. These trends of increased inclination of
mobile phone manufacturers and higher availability [43] have motivated researchers to explore mobile phones as a potential way to mitigate personal safety issues.

Chumiskey et al. [55] investigated whether women prefer mobile devices as a tool for selfdefence by surveying 197 female participants from a first-year introductory psychology
class within the 18-58 age range in the United States. They used questionnaires with fourteen scaled and three open-ended questions, and concluded that women not only consider
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their mobile devices as important tools for self-defence, but also for psychological relief.
The study concluded a favourable evaluation of mobile phones in comparison to other tools
of self-defence proves that when encountering an unsafe situation, women might prefer to
defend themselves psychologically than physically.

Several studies have reported that people with mobile devices feel safer and more willing
to take part in activities including higher risk situations or going to unfamiliar places [14,
17, 16]. Feeling safer in the presence of mobile phones clearly indicates that it may lead to
better perceptions of personal safety for participants in some situation. These findings motivate us to explore more literature on how mobile phones help women feel safer in an
environment.

In their analysis of how the presence of mobile devices affects our travel behaviour, Fiore
et al. [14] claim that the presence of mobile phones motivates people to travel by making
them more informed. This results in making them more effective in planning their resources and travel itineraries, for example making the access to larger physical spaces easier or helping them plan their travel time and resources in efficient manners. However, this
may not always be the case, as mobile phones can sometimes make travel less enjoyable
(e.g. by decreasing situational awareness or by increasing mental burden) [14]. Similarly,
Savage et al. [16], investigated the social impact related to the usage of mobile devices,
listing the tendency to keep in touch at all times, an increase in risk taking, and perceiving
more control over situations. These findings echo the conclusion that mobile phones are
motivators in improving perceived personal safety for people.
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In another study by Nasar et al. [17], two surveys were conducted with 600 and 499 undergraduate students (both male and female) with complete results from 317 and 305, respectively, at Ohio State University to understand the correlation between mobile phones and
safety among students. Their study suggested that 77.3% of students who carried mobile
phones felt safe at night because of it, and 40% of these students reported that they would
walk somewhere after dark where they would usually not go without a companion because
of the improved perception of safety in the presence of mobile phones. On the contrary,
they also discuss user behaviour such as the decreasing awareness of the immediate environment and late reactions in unforeseen situations, leaving the question of comparative
advantages over disadvantages of having mobile phone for safety purposes open for further
research.

As reported through many studies that women tend to feel more unsafe than men in similar
situations [28, 9, 56], past literature has shown a notable difference in the impact of mobile
phones on increasing the perceived safety for men and women [51]. For example, Roman
and Chalfin [50] found that female respondents were 52% more likely to report a higher
level of fear than men when walking in their own neighbourhoods; however, in neighbourhoods with higher rates of violence, men and women were equally fearful.

Tennakoon et al. [19] conducted a study in two countries, Canada and Sri Lanka, to understand mobile phone use and sense of security. They surveyed a total of 425 and 109 participants online in Canada and Sri Lanka, respectively, while conducting semi-structured interviews with 16 Canadians and 20 Sri Lankans to investigate usage trends and attitudes
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towards technology to learn the behaviours of users in terms of using mobile phones to
increase their sense of safety. They found that 75% of the respondents who answered the
survey by saying that they “never or rarely” used a mobile phone as a source of increased
sense of safety, were male, whereas 65% of the respondents who claimed to use mobile
phones for increased personal safety purposes were female. Country, as a factor, was not
found to be significant in the results of using mobile phones for increased sense of security.
Overall, they concluded that women use mobile phones to increase their sense of personal
and individual security, imagining it would help protect them in risky situations involving
themselves, while men imagined more benign situations, such as an automobile breakdown
or being available to assist someone else. Satchell and Foth [53] found similar genderbased associations between mobile phone use and personal sense of security.

Similarly, Line et al. [60] attempted to understand the role of ICT in everyday lives using
a qualitative diary and interview study with students aged 18-28 and part-time working
mothers. The researchers discussed a participant talking to her friend while walking to
work when her friend is walking to work in another city, believing the mobile phone to be
acting as tool of risk mitigation in different ways for both of them, as a way to stop personal
attacks in public spaces. Another study by Aoki et al. [48] conducted a focus group followed by a questionnaire to understand the use of mobile phones for safety and found similar results confirming the research by Line et al. [60]. They found that a significant group
of participants believe that mobile devices are part of their everyday life and they actively
use them for managing their time/resources efficiently and contacting people as required.
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Reducing avoidance behaviour amongst vulnerable groups, mainly women in the research
surveyed, has the social justice benefit of levelling participation in public spaces and therefore in civic society. However, mobile phones used in this way may actually introduce risk.
Nasar et al. [17] found that 42% of women indicated that when they had a mobile phone
with them, they would walk places they would not usually walk, compared to only 28% of
men who would change their behaviour. Nasar et al. [58] argue that depending on how
phones are being interacted with, this could actually put vulnerable groups in more danger.
For example, speaking on a mobile phone reduces a person’s situational awareness, which
can put them at increased risk, e.g. pedestrian safety. This leads to a potential risk homeostasis: a process where the reduction in situational awareness could balance out any increase in safety actually provided by the mobile phone. Thus, while mobile phones appear
to increase an individual’s perception of safety and impact on their behavioural reactions,
they may introduce additional risks: it is not entirely clear that mobile phone use for this
purpose provides a real improvement in safety.

2.3 PERSONAL SAFETY APPLICATIONS
In the recent past, research has been conducted with the aim to design specialized tools to
facilitate personal safety in unsafe situations. Several personal safety mobile applications
(or, apps) have been developed (e.g., Bsafe, CircleOf6, Life360), as well as apps that connect with wearable devices, such as a wearable button [65], a whistle [70] and a watch [75].
Bsafe [67] is a fully functional personal safety application available for both Android and
Iphone which helps the user to seek assistance from immediate surroundings using features
like loud sirens, alarms and fake calls from others by sharing the live location or through
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texting/calling for help. Life360 [42] is a purpose-based location tracking application used
to track the locations of friends and family and also allows check-ins to keep track of their
whereabouts while texting privately or in groups. Life360 is also available on both Google
Play and the Appstore. Circleof6 [72] is a Minimalistic Design-Based personal safety application which lets you seek help from the circle (contacts added by user) by either seeking
interruptions or sending panic messages along with your location.

A large and growing body of literature has investigated different approaches being followed to develop personal safety applications. In this Section, we present an in-depth review of the past literature on the solutions designed with a focus on how they intend to
achieve actionable results, such as calling for help or sending a text to seek assistance. Yet,
most of the existing research seems to focus on building solutions without a clear understanding of the problem from the user’s perspective.

Some of the common apps attempt to serve as solutions in which the request to obtain help
from trusted parties is quickly triggered by the user when they are in an unsafe situation.
Initially, we discuss some solutions created by exploiting the high-tech location capabilities
of mobile devices that have been mainly used for navigation, business fleet or related services in the past.
In terms of responding to an unsafe situation, one can use different types of solutions, either
technical, such as using basic mobile features or using a personal safety application, or
non-technical solutions, such as running away from the situation or confronting it. A combination of any two same (technical) or different (technical and non-technical) solutions
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can also be used to respond to an unsafe situation. A study conducted by Gates et al. [63]
categorized the behavioural reactions to a fear of crime as avoid, collect, and protect. A
response would be categorized as AVOID if it includes the participant seeking to get out
of the situation using an action such as running away from situation or ignoring the conversation, whereas Gates et al. would characterize a response as PROTECT if it includes
responses to confront the other party directly such as confronting the other person in your
conversation about feeling unsafe from their actions. On the other hand, a response would
be fall in the COLLECT category if it includes an effort to communicate with someone to
seek assistance such as by calling/texting for help either using a mobile phone or a safety
application.

However, as we will discuss in chapters 4 and 5, in our study, we found that our participants' responses sometimes seemed to overlap some of these three categories of responses.
Therefore, to better categorize the responses we received, we considered combined responses, i.e. a combination of pairs among avoidance, collective and protective responses.
A response would be characterized as COMBINED if the response falls into more than one
category, for instance texting for help using a personal safety application and ignoring the
conversation. We found this characterization of behavioural reactions helpful and used
them to categorize the solutions in the next Section.
2.3.1 Solutions involving collective response at the time of panic

Ovelgonne et al. [27] proposed a social Emergency Alert Service (EAS), which is a social-network-based solution to seek assistance when in trouble, citing the reason that it is
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difficult to seek help from strangers in today’s fast-paced world is because of the socalled by-stander effect as explained by Latane et al. [56]. Ovelgonne et al. proposed a
one-click system that would share an individual’s phone location with a number of social
network contacts at the time when assistance is requested. It would give priority to contacts with whom there has been more recent communication, and are more physically
proximate at the time of the alert. If a user is found in a proximity of 1km, it generates a
possible route using the map service available on the device. However, it does not consider the possibility of that the contacted user (the individual coming to help) can themselves be a threat to the user seeking help. They discussed the challenges of starting communication with helper clients (who receive the text from the user who needs help) as using this proposed system would always need the helper client to keep an open-connection. A connection can be opened by the helper client either after being informed directly
by the help-seeking client or through the GSM (Global Systems for Mobile) provider of
the help-seeker through a call/SMS.

Thakur et al. [32] proposed a fully distributed infrastructure-less platform based on proximity-enabled trust and co-operation to be used in emergency rescue and alert Scenarios.
A system called SHIELD (Social sensing and Help In Emergency using mobiLe Devices)
was developed which utilizes Bluetooth and/or WLAN traces to achieve minimal response
time and maximum availability resulting in minimum reliance on traditional centralized
emergency systems/infrastructure. The SHIELD system uses a database of trusted encounters (e.g. based on past proximate Bluetooth connections) to seek help, eventually avoiding
raising an alarm to a central system (such as the central university campus system, in this
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case). They maintain that these types of infrastructure-less systems, in terms of their design,
are not just capable of providing maximum availability and minimum response time, but
can also be more scalable and cross-platform (device manufacturers) compatible.

Similarly, Ananda et al. [20] proposed a system (“CHEEKA”) in which when users are in
a unsafe situations, the location of the users is shared periodically with either the userdefined contacts or user’s Facebook friends who have accepted to continuously share their
location with the system. It also uses augmented reality to add an extra layer on a Google
Map to show the location of your friends from Facebook so users can make better decisions
in unsafe situations. The CHEEKA system also lets users switch to a stealth mode where
your location is not tracked by the application. Ananda et al. [20] performed a small evaluation (5 participants) of their app, though the evaluation focused only on the accuracy of
the location details.
2.3.2 Solutions involving specific triggers devices
Researchers and developers have also focussed on proposing or designing solutions that
involved specific trigger devices and resulting communications. KishorBabu et al. [22]
proposed an alert and tracking system that, in addition to communicating the location, also
sends a voice recording of 30 or 60 seconds depending on the option selected by the user.
Different options in the application are provided in the order of the severity of the situation
and ability to reach help. However, it is worth noting that they have not conducted any
formal evaluation of their application or of other (similar) applications.
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Similarly, Toney et al. [36] proposed a safety armband for women and children that is enabled by a switch or a fall detector, which is interfaced with a wireless camera using a
GSM/GPS kit interfaced in the arm band. After the system is triggered by the user, it
starts sending panic messages to pre-assigned contacts and records video of the incident
using the wireless camera attached somewhere on the user's body. It sends text messages
every 30 seconds and continues to live stream the video to the central police control room
until the system is manually stopped. It also sends and lets the authorities track the user’s
location using the GPS form of the arm band. Researchers claim that these types of solutions help police obtain video evidence for such incidents. Both Chang et al. [61] and
Chand et al. [37], moreover, provide sensor-based solutions that involve shaking the
phone, in addition to an app-based panic button.

Personal safety apps and systems have also been designed for specific populations. Satchell
and Foth [53] designed a separate device for the purpose of protecting the personal safety
of remote-working engineers. Kim et al. [68] developed a system for automatically tracking
elderly patients, whereby location patterns can trigger an alarm when they differ from recorded norms. Ramalingam et al. [59] developed an app for detecting an extreme heart rate
(anything but normal heart rate) while an individual is driving, and, under pre-defined conditions, it sends the individual’s location information via SMS and Facebook. Saranya and
Selvakumar [47] proposed an Android-based system for parents to track their children.
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Chand et al. [73] developed a women’s safety application namely WoSApp, which allows
the victim to inform the local police station by either pressing the panic button or by shaking the phone 40 times consecutively in 8 seconds. Users' locations and emergency contact
information, as given by users at the time of application installation, is sent to the local
police station. The prototype of the application was tested, but no actual results were collected or further evaluated.

Mokryn et al. [69], came up with a self-learning opportunistic system called Helpme for
skilled personnel and public, which enables a mobile phone ad-hoc network over WI-FI to
find help from your peers for the time between a disaster and when help arrives. Helpme
supports the idea of getting help from users’ peers, assuming some of them are trained
medical or relief professionals. They tested their system on iPhones and iPads by doing
four experiments. In each experiment, individuals emulated being professionals who could
help, and others emulated being the ones seeking help. The experiments were carried out
with variations in terms of how one agrees to help and how someone could ask for help.
They found that personalizing the routing of requests by learning the environment in a
content-based opportunistic network could be effective to gaining help from peers before
actual help arrives. The matching process of finding the helper for someone seeking help
was done using a pre-defined matching algorithm which continues to update the information about different users whenever it finds them online. However, emulating the situation and not conducting an actual study with human subjects, as well as only testing it on
Apple devices, makes it less externally valid and leaves the question of testing the application for usability quite open for future work. Also, the assumption of always having a
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trained professional in the network may not always hold true and relying on algorithms to
match with person who may help seems to present a flawed study design.

Dimond et al. [66] and Ahmed et al. [71] led studies to understand the problem of public
sexual harassment and how sharing stories can help. Ahmed et al. [71] designed an application that allowed women to share their experiences with one another that also included a
panic button. However, in their application evaluation, no feedback on the button feature
was provided by the study participants (who were asked to provide feedback on a variety
of application options).

Together these studies outline the fact that there has been extensive work on proposing/developing different device-based solutions, but a very limited amount of scientific literature
is available on how these solutions might actually be used to react in unsafe situations, nor
much in the way of evaluation. Table 2-2 provides a summary of applications we reviewed
and includes the best information available by reading through the corresponding research
papers.
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Table 2-2 Summary of reviewed safety applications
Social
Features

Bsafe

Life360

Circle of 6

SHEILD

EAS

al. [36]
x

Follow Me
(Continuous lo- x
cation update)

x

x

Share GPS Location

x

x

x

Type of Request to connect with
friends

SMS

Unique code
to be shared
with the
SMS
family member

Check - IN

x

Status of
Friend/ Family
member's
phone

Tony et

CHEEKA

x

x

x
SMS

SMS

x

Recording (AV)
None
Available platforms

iOS and
Android

iOS and Android

iOS and
Android

Number of
Clicks to enter
Panic mode

2

3

2

Call emergency
Services (911
or other local
numbers)

x

(pro-

x

x

NA

NA

NA

posed)

1

x

Mark safe
places

x

Other features

Crash Detection

x
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2.4 SUMMARY
The studies highlighted in this chapter and provided thus far give evidence that the focus
of developing solutions specific to a population or a certain type of unsafe situations is
increasing. The willingness to have and use these personal safety applications in combination with other traditional measures are still an open question for the researchers to study.
Researchers like McCarthy et al. [1] used a survey (n=469) to investigate the willingness
of Irish transport users to download and use a personal safety app, finding that there was
some willingness to download and use such apps. However, there was no consideration of
specific safety Scenarios, nor as to how personal safety apps might be used with other
safety measures.

Similarly, Karusala and Kumar [15] used semi-structured interviews (n=17) and a survey
(n=30) to investigate the experiences of women in public spaces in India, and their feelings
on the panic button mandate. Their approach rightly focused on the problem, with the panic
button being one of several possible solutions, although they did not focus on any particular
safety Scenarios, or other potential safety app features.

A considerable amount of literature has been published [36, 81, 53] in recent years which
propose certain frameworks for public safety applications and, thus, calls for evaluation of
the available applications in terms of their usage in different types of unsafe situations.
Drawing from an extensive range of sources on the development of personal safety solutions, we set out to run an in-depth study to understand how people might use mobile
phones and personal safety apps, and how they are combined with other measures of an
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overall response to an unsafe situation. Also, we question whether current personal safety
apps present themselves as viable tools that people will use to respond to unsafe situations?
Moreover, our study aims to understand the new features people really expect in a personal
safety application, which can help to enhance the user-experience in currently proposed
frameworks and available applications in an unsafe situation. In the next chapter, we discuss the design of our study and the ways we explored our participants' reactions.
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Chapter 3- METHODOLOGY
In the preliminary literature explored, we learned how to any human being safety is a very
subjective and personal affair, affected by external and individual factors. Moreover, our
perception of safety in any environment is dependent on factors such as our gender, age,
and experience with crime. The presence of mobile applications that claim to enhance our
perception of safety give rise to many open questions [22], for example:
 How are mobile applications effective in an unsafe situation?
 Are these applications something we can completely rely on?


Do we have to somehow use them in combination with traditional measures such
as 911 (emergency helpline)?

Furthermore, a recent increase in the development of more and more mobile solutions and
limited research on how they might actually be used (and can be usable) in unsafe situations
makes these questions significant for further understanding in terms of making these applications more useful. In light of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, we developed specific research questions to understand the use of these apps in unsafe situations and how
use/dependency on these application changes with different genders among other factors.

In this chapter, we will discuss our research questions (in Section 3.1); participants (in
Section 3.2); study design (in Section 3.3), which will include our study setting; and task
design. In the end, we aim to discuss our data processing (in Section 3.4), which is comprised of data collection followed by discussing the data coding.
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3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As described in Chapter 2, different solutions, such as those developed by mobile phone
manufacturing companies including basic mobile features, e.g. Find My Friends in Apple
Inc. iPhones or the standalone mobile safety applications for different platforms (Google
Play store, App store etc.), provide multiple options for users to respond to unsafe situations. A response to an unsafe situation can include single or combinations of solutions
which might include personal safety applications. People have been using non-technical
responses, such as seeking help from those around us or even confronting the situation, and
basic mobile phone features for seeking assistance for quite some time; however, how individuals may end up using one of these personal safety applications still remains an unexplored question to a greater level. This question motivated us to design three high-level
research questions for our research study.
The high-level research questions are as follows:
1) RQ1 : How might people use mobile phones and personal safety apps to respond
to perceived unsafe situations ?
Through this question, we tried to investigate whether people use mobile phones or
personal safety apps when facing a perceived unsafe situation.
2) RQ2 : How might mobile phones and apps be used as part of an overall response
to unsafe situations?
In RQ2, we tried to investigate how individuals may use personal safety applications and mobile phones when faced with a perceived unsafe situation in combination with traditional measures such as running away from the situation or shouting
for help.
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3) RQ3 : Do current personal safety apps provide themselves as useful tools that individuals will use to respond to perceived unsafe situations ?
In RQ3, we tried to answer the usefulness of these safety applications in the perceived unsafe situations.
RQ1 and RQ2 may seem very similar at first. However, in RQ1 we were looking to understand the use of mobile phones and personal safety apps in perceived unsafe situations,
whereas in RQ2 we were looking to understand the use of mobile phones and personal
safety apps in combination with traditional measures taken in unsafe situations such as
shouting for help.

3.2 PARTICIPANTS
Drawing from the past literature on mobile devices presented in Chapter 2, it is evident that
the use of mobile applications for seeking assistance is not limited to any particular age
group, which motivated us to keep the recruitment process open to the public along with
university students/faculty/staff. We recruited participants of 18 years-of-age or more from
Dalhousie University students, faculty, and staff, as well as the general population from
the Halifax Regional Municipality (hereafter HRM). We recruited 30 participants for our
study. The study included two groups of 15 participants each, with a balanced number of
male and female participants. We considered that this number of participants would be
adequate to satisfactorily collect all the necessary qualitative and quantitative data. Our
target population was anyone from HRM, with at least one experience of having felt unsafe
in the past. Using the initial screening questionnaire (Appendix A), only participants who
had at least one past experience of feeling unsafe were invited to take part in the study. It
was necessary to filter participants with at least one unsafe experience as in our study we
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provide the participants with three general Scenarios (Appendix E) lacking any specific
details about the risks involved in the situation.
3.2.1 Recruitment
We recruited participants with a broad spectrum of demographic characteristics (See Appendices C and D) and diversity. We recruited our participants by broadcasting the recruitment notice (Appendix B) through email groups (such as Notice Digest Today@Dal), the
Computer Science Faculty mailing list (csall@cs.dal.ca, etc.), online classified ads (e.g.
Kijiji), and social media (e.g. Facebook). We also recruited participants by sending out
announcements through email to all Dalhousie University students, faculty, and staff. We
also posted printed recruitment notices on the Dalhousie Library bulletin board, at the gym,
at the helpdesk in the Killam library, and in public grocery stores. We first asked for the
permission of any administrator/moderator/supervisor before posting online or physically.

In the email, participants were asked to reply to the listed researcher if they were interested
in participating in the study. A screening questionnaire was sent to potential participants
who were 18 years-of-age or more and had one or more past experience of having faced an
unsafe situation (details of the situation were neither asked nor gathered). All of the qualified participants were contacted to decide a mutually convenient time to conduct the study
at the Graphics and Experimental Media (GEM) Lab, on the fourth floor of the Mona
Campbell Building, Dalhousie University.

As previously discussed, in our initial recruitment phase, we filtered participants for having
experienced one or more unsafe situations in the past. It was important to recruit people
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with past experiences because in our study we asked participants to imagine the specifics
of the risks involved in three unsafe Scenarios with varying degrees of isolation provided
by the researcher to the participants to respond to. Furthermore, an individual with past
experiences (details of the past unsafe situation were neither asked nor gathered), of feeling
unsafe would be better able to provide accurate results in the study by in terms of making
more realistic choices in the given Scenarios. Experienced participants may even respond
well to the questions related to the additions that could be made to the mobile applications
to make them more usable in unsafe situations.
3.2.2 Recruitment Challenges
Initially, we planned to recruit 45 participants including 15 participants who self-identified
as male, female, and LGBTQQIP2SAA. We faced a major challenge in recruiting participants identifying their gender as LGBTQQIP2SAA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
questioning, queer, intersex, pansexual, two-spirit (2S), androgynous, and asexual) [84].
We advertised in our recruitment notice that someone who is not comfortable revealing
their gender/identity through email could contact us anonymously. We took extra steps to
recruit more LGBTQQIP2SAA individuals by reaching out to the local organizations
which helped us circulate the recruitment email. We contacted the Equity and Accessibility
office and with their help circulated the notice to different organizations on campus, such
as South House, DalOut, and Phoenix House.

We were only able to recruit one participant from the last category, which resulted in dropping that category for our data analysis stage. We cannot confidently state the reason why
we receive such a small number of responses from the LGBTQQIP2SAA community. An
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inability to recruit participants from the LGBTQQIP2SAA community resulted in making
our study results less externally valid. It is important to consider the perspective of
LGBTQQIP2SAA individuals as it is evident from the literature that they feel more unsafe
in perceived situations than other gender identities [8, 9, 31, 10, and 38]. Therefore, it is
recommended for future studies to make further efforts to recruit LGBTQQIP2SAA participants as this demographic will contribute much-needed information in the field of personal safety.
3.3 STUDY DESIGN
We chose to design our study as a controlled lab-study for two reasons: first, simulating an
unsafe environment for the participants was difficult as we were advised by Dalhousie REB
to choose the study area with the consideration that it should not remind the participants of
any past experiences which may lead to mental distress. We paid special attention to keeping participants safe as at all times. We provided a list (Appendix J) of resources/places to
seek help if the participant felt stressed or any other related mental condition in or following
the duration of study. Participants were also told while giving consent that they could
choose to leave the study at any point if they felt uncomfortable. Participants' decisions to
leave the study did not affect their financial compensation, which was paid at the time of
starting the study. Furthermore, if they chose to leave the study, their data was deleted.

Secondly, we wanted to keep the conditions similar for each participant as we needed to
study the behavioural differences in our data analysis. We implemented a within-subjects
study design in a controlled lab environment where all of the participants were subjected
to same conditions in a similar order as expressed in Section 3.3.1. The within-subjects
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study design helped to better understand emerging trends in terms of behavioural differences in responses to unsafe situations, specifically with regards to the gender identities of
the participants. All of the participants (m or f) were assigned to the study in a random
order to reduce any affects/bias.

The study was divided into three Stages with Stage 1 being used to screen, recruit and
obtain consent participants for the study and to gather demographic data. Stage 2 included
defining and characterizing unsafe situations with an introduction to our three Scenarios,
along with our semi-structured preApp questionnaire. In Stage 3, participants were introduced and trained on personal safety applications and then their preferences in terms of
application installation were recorded, followed by our semi-structured postApp questionnaire. At the end of Stage 3, we asked participants for their recommendations on making
the tested apps more usable. The term “preApp” refers to the interview conducted before
participants installed the personal safety applications, whereas “postApp” refers to the interview conducted after participants installed the personal safety applications.

Our study used semi-structured interviews in which participants were asked to read three
Scenarios. We used semi-structured interviews because they helped us better explore the
theme of our study (i.e. the use of mobile safety applications in unsafe Scenarios) by letting
the participants consider new ideas (i.e. how these applications can be made more usable).
The Scenarios were intended to evoke reactions from the participants based on their descriptions of an unsafe situation. In particular, participants were asked to put themselves in
the place of the main actor in each Scenario (Appendix E). We provided fake information
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(email addresses and phone numbers) for the participants who were not comfortable including their personal information.

For each interview, two researchers were present, one who would interact with the participant as required (e.g., to ask questions and answer any questions the participant may have
at any time), while the other researcher took comprehensive notes. It was important for the
first researcher to concentrate fully on the participants as they may, at some point, need
help asking questions or getting trained to use the applications as our results solely relied
on the answers by our participants. The second researcher made sure not to miss any important information/questions/expressions/gestures from participants while the first researcher arranged the next phase of the study. The interviews were recorded (audio), and
this information was used to confirm the accuracy of the note taking. We ran a small number (with three lab members {2m, 1f}) of pilot studies to confirm the suitability of our data
collection approach. Taking note of the complex and subjective nature of personal safety,
we felt it was better to do more than one pilot study including both male and female lab
members.
3.3.1 Study Methodology
The study was conducted at the Graphics and Experimental Media (GEM) Lab, on the
fourth floor of the Mona Campbell Building, Dalhousie University. The total study took
between 2-2.5 hours depending on participant interaction.

As described previously, a screening questionnaire was sent to those who showed interest
in participating in the study. After verifying their past experience of having faced at least
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one unsafe situation (details of the situation were neither asked nor gathered), and age to
be more than 18, they were recruited similar to the research analyzed in the literature review regarding investigating personal safety [55]. Participants were told to bring their own
mobile devices or agreed to use a lab phones to install the applications while doing the
experiment. We also filtered participants depending on their identified gender as we aimed
to only have 15 participants from each of the two categories (i.e. male and female). After
a participant was chosen, they were compensated ($30) for their participation irrespective
of whether or not they completed the full study. Because personal safety is a sensitive
subject, researchers did not intend to have any participant to continue the study if they felt
uncomfortable at any stage of the study, without making any mentions about the reasons.
As recommended by our ethics committee (Dalhousie's REB), all of the participants were
also told that they could stop anytime during the study if they felt uncomfortable. It was
advised by Dalhousie's REB that while conducting the study, if the participant is reminded
of any past unsafe/stressful experience through any Scenario/interview question, then they
should be allowed to leave the study at any point to prevent any mental harm to the participants. Furthermore, any participant not feeling mentally well may also not give accurate
responses, which could affect the accuracy of our results. At all Stages of the study, we
made sure to keep our participants comfortable and answered any questions they had.

At the beginning of the study, the lead researcher explained the study (3 Stages as explained
in Table 3-1) to each participant. Then participants were given the informed consent form
(Appendix C) to read and sign. Participants were given no time limit to read the form and
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ask questions about any concerns that may have risen from the consent form. Once participants signed the form, they were assigned an ID (random order) which was linked to their
personal information in a Microsoft Excel workbook.

Table 3-1 Stages of study
Stage Name
1

2

Activities

Initial Set-up

Comprehending

I.

Screening, Recruitment and Consent

II.

Demographic Questionnaire

I.

Interview 1: Defining and Characterizing Unsafe situ-

Unsafe Situation

ations
II.

Introducing scenarios

III. preApp scenario responses
3

Understanding

I.

the use of Personal safety application

Introducing apps, training and recording preference
selection

II.

postApp scenario responses

III. Future application use and suggestions

All the participants were informed that they could choose to revoke their data (exactly one
week after participation in the study). All of the data forms were linked using this participant ID.

In the next part of the study, participants were asked to complete a demographic questionnaire (Appendix D), which included questions about their age, length of time for which
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they have been staying in Canada, gender, level of education, mobile phone usage, frequency, and type of applications used etc. The demographic information was recorded to
determine trends, if any, in behavioural reactions towards personal safety perceptions as
observed in past literature [9, 11, 28, 52].

In Stage 2, participants had a brief interview with the lead researcher (Appendix G) in
which the lead researcher tried to understand how the participants define unsafe situations
and what elements they think characterize unsafe situations. This data was recorded to analyze if there were any differences in terms of how a group of people identifying with
certain gender or age group perceived safety differently from what has been reported in the
past literature [11, 25].

Afterwards, the researcher described three unsafe Scenarios (Appendix E) to the participants, to understand their perspectives on how they would react in these situations. These
Scenarios were designed to increase the perceived risk to the reader (from Scenario 1 to 3)
based on progressively greater levels of isolation and a reduced availability of assistance,
drawing on previous research that used “being alone” as an important factor for understanding safety perception [17]. In particular, note that the level of social isolation respectively increases from having friends nearby, to an arranged meeting with a stranger, to
being alone.

Since previous research identified that men and women perceive different risks associated
with situations [53, 19], we decided to avoid providing a more detailed Scenario (e.g., that
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might describe a specific threatening action within the Scenario) and opted to allow participants to imagine potential outcomes within their own personal tolerances. This decision
was confirmed via our ethics approval process, as we were asked to generalize our Scenarios and to avoid specifying particular threats that might trigger uncomfortable memories
for a participant before we obtained approval from Dalhousie’s REB. For each Scenario,
participants were asked to provide their reaction to the Scenario in the form of an action
that they might take in response (hereafter preApp responses).

In Stage 3, participants were introduced to three personal safety apps (Bsafe [67], CircleOf6 [72], Life360 [42]). Sample home screens for these three apps are shown in Figure
3.1. We chose apps that offer a representative set of personal safety features (e.g., a panic
button for sending locations via SMS text, a fake call, a “follow me” feature to allow trusted
friends to track your location). We also chose apps that are available for download for both
Android and iPhone. Our aim was not to evaluate these apps, but rather to understand how
individuals might choose and potentially use an app to respond to unsafe situations. After
choosing an application in the first part of Stage 3, participants did not have a chance to
change their choice of the application during the study, but were asked at the end of the
study if they would have liked to use features from the other two applications in the future.

In addition to viewing a short text and video summary, which we produced, of the apps
and their features, participants were asked to explore the apps through their own phones’
app stores. This process could include reading app reviews and terms-and-conditions. Participants were again offered time to understand applications using videos available on a
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laptop and manual of the applications (Appendix F), and to ask any questions they may
have.

Figure 3-1 Home screen of all three applications on an Android device in the order of
Bsafe (left), Circleof6 (center), Life360 (right)
Participants were then asked to choose an application and install the application (either on
their own phone or the one they got from lab- an LG-D722 running Android OS v5.0.2,
and an iPhone 6 running iOS v10.0.3). At the time of installation, another researcher observed to understand what choices they made regarding app installation and permissions.
At this point we also asked participants to identify any concerns they might have regarding
app permissions and potential data collection. Participants were then trained on their choice
of application using paper tutorials for 15 minutes and then were given another 15 minutes
to interact with their chosen applications to increase their understanding before starting the
interviews. A researcher was always available to answer any questions participants had
while they were training/interacting with the applications.
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Table 3-2 List of three unsafe Scenarios
#

Scenarios

1

You have arrived at a community gathering with friends, but there are also many
people there whom you do not know. While talking with a stranger, something
this person says makes you uncomfortable. You look around but cannot see any
of your friends, making you feel unsafe.

2

You have arranged to meet with a stranger in a parking lot in a distant neighbourhood during daylight hours to finalize a purchase from a classified website.
While talking with this person, something that they do makes you feel very uncomfortable and unsafe.

3

You are walking home alone late at night and you notice that someone is walking behind you. You attempt to ignore them but something in their actions
makes you believe that they might harm you.

The Scenarios used for our research were developed in collaboration with a team member,
Dr. Alette Willis, who is a professional psychologist and social scientist (currently the
Chancellor’s Fellow in Counselling and Psychotherapy at The University of Edinburgh),
with research/consulting experience in personal safety-related matters. We also worked
extensively with Dalhousie’s REB to make our Scenarios more applicable and general in
nature. At the recommendation of Dalhousie’s REB, special consideration was given to
ensure that these Scenarios not include specific details about the surrounding environments, or of the incidents themselves. This measure was taken to prevent situations in
which participants could feel uneasy or might be reminded of their past experiences in
unsafe situations, wherein they might feel the need to seek out medical or mental health
support.
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Afterwards, the researchers conducted a semi-structured interview; responses to this interview are henceforth referred to as postApp responses. In this interview, participants were
prompted to understand the choices made for the specific applications and asked about
their reactions for the three unsafe situations using the applications (Appendix H). In this
case, participants were required to consider using the apps for their reactions. The interview
also included questions about how participants could use the application in the future, if
they would like to have any desired functionalities added which would make it more usable
in unsafe situations. Participants were asked about any issues they might have with the data
collection and storage by the application. After collecting the participants’ postApp reactions, we asked some forward-looking questions, such as whether participants felt that they
would actually use personal safety apps in the future, and whether they had any suggestions
for new app features. Knowing how many participants may or may not use personal safety
applications and the reasons pertaining to their choices helped us better understand their
perceptions towards safety apps.
3.3.2 Study Instruments
The complete study took around 2-2.5 hours, depending on participant interaction, and the
audio for the whole interview was recorded. Participants gave their permission for recording in the consent form.

In Stage 1, after a participant was qualified to be a part of the study after screening and
signing of consent form, they were moved to the next step of Stage 1 where they answered
the demographic questionnaire (Appendix D). In this questionnaire, other than asking the
usual attributes like gender, age group, employment status and education, some additional
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information was asked. Additional information being asked included, ethnicity, duration
of stay in HRM and Canada, if participants considered themselves disabled or racially visible minorities. Some additional questions included daily usage of mobile phones, frequency of downloading new applications, and the types of applications participants have
downloaded in the past. This additional information was asked to determine any similarities in how participants may perceive safety belonging to any sub-group of users who might
have similar behaviours.

Qualifying to Stage 2, in the first interview participants (Appendix G) answered questions
about the types of situations they would perceive as unsafe and what characteristics would
qualify situations as unsafe without discussing any of their past experiences about feeling
unsafe. These questions were aimed to make the participants think about the factors/characteristics/whose presence that make them feel unsafe in any given situation.
Considering the sensitivity of the situation, a list of resources available for helping was
made available to our participants during the study. This list (Appendix J) included the
resources present on- and off-campus for both immediate and long-term help.

In the next step, after being given a written description of the three Scenarios, as shown in
Table 3-2 (one at a time to avoid any bias in the answers), and enough time to go through
them, participants' reactions to those Scenarios, listed in Table 3-2 (preApp responses),
were noted by both researchers. This part of the study was important to understand how
participants would usually encounter three different unsafe Scenarios with varying levels
of difficulty in attaining help.
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In Stage 3, after being introduced to the three safety applications, participants were made
comfortable with them through the use manual (Appendix F) and instructional videos. Then
participants were asked to install their chosen applications. Their choices about the permissions and any other activities were observed while they were asked to choose one app from
the three and install it on either their own phone or the lab phone. Participants were given
the choice of either an iPhone or Android phone. In this Stage, we were trying to understand
if the participants had any special preferences towards giving a safety app more/less permission than any regular app in terms of data privacy and security.
Finally, in the last interview (Appendix H) our focus was on understanding why and how
participants made choices from the three available applications, and the impact of their
chosen applications on their responses in the same three Scenarios (Appendix E). After
collecting the participants’ postApp reactions, we asked some forward-looking questions,
such as whether participants felt that they would actually use a personal safety app in the
future, and whether they had any suggestions for new app features.
3.4 DATA PROCESSING
3.4.1 Data Coding
Previous research on personal safety in general suggests categories of reactions to the fear
of crime [63, 74]. We found the categories suggested by Gates et al. [63] to be useful in
both evaluating recent research literature on mobile phones and personal safety, and in
analyzing our own data. Their three categories of behavioural responses to the fear of crime
[63] are: avoidance (e.g., not walking in certain areas), collective reactions (e.g., walking
with an escort), and protective reactions (e.g., carrying pepper spray).
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For preApp and postApp Scenario reactions, we classified participant responses based on
the behavioural reactions to the fear of crime from Gates et al. [63]. For avoidance, we
included responses that involved attempting to end the interaction with the person in the
Scenario, such as:
 Attempting to ignore the conversation, or leaving the interaction.
 Using an app, a feature such as a fake call could assist with avoidance.

For collective responses, we included responses that attempted to communicate with a
known individual to make them aware of the individual's situation, or to ask for their assistance such as:
 Shouting for help
 Using a phone/app to call or text a known individual for assistance

For protective responses we included responses that involved confronting the other party
in the interaction, such as:
 Telling them to stop their current behaviour.

We classified responses as a combined response if they fit more than one category, e.g., an
avoidance and collective response in which participants tried both to ignore the conversation, while texting friends their location. In our results, when presenting participant quota-
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tions that described their imagined behavioural reactions, we provided the participant number, where “M” is used to prefix male participants, and “F” female, e.g., “F11” is the identifier of our 11th (of 15) female participants.
3.4.2 Data Collection
We collected data in all the three Stages of our study as outlined in Table 3.2.
Table 3-3 Data collection instruments used in different Stages
Phase

Instruments

Description

Prestudy

Questionnaire Screening, Demographic, phone usage habits, Knowledge of surroundings, daily habits around using mobile applications and
Consent

During- Open-ended
Understanding unsafe situations and characteristics related to
study
Questionnaire them
Print manual

Introducing three unsafe scenarios

Open-ended
Recording the reactions to unsafe scenarios: preference on using
Questionnaire mobile phone or non-technical responses, relying on friends/famand Audio-re- ily/strangers or emergency services
corder

Poststudy

Instructional
videos, Mobile phones
and print materials

Training on how to use applications and observing the preferences made in terms of choosing mobile phones and permissions
given during application installations

Audio recorder and
Questionnaire
(open-ended)

Recording reactions on unsafe scenarios: preference given to using basic phone features or personal safety apps, relying on
friends/family/strangers or emergency services. Analyzing any
specific changes in behaviors towards unsafe situations.

Questionnaire Understanding reasons for choices made, privacy issues, data
storage concerns and suggestions for future applications

As highlighted by Waycott et al. [62], and due to the potential sensitivity of the subject
matter for our study, we took additional precautions to ensure the wellbeing of our researchers and participants. As noted earlier, consistent with the decisions of our ethics
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board, we did not ask participants to share specific information about their past personal
safety experiences, nor did we present them with a detailed example of an unsafe Scenario.
In addition, prior to starting the study we made our researchers aware of our institution’s
counselling and support services, and we provided access to this same information for our
participants on our participant information sheet (Appendix J).
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Chapter 4- RESULTS
In this chapter, we present the results of the study described in Chapter 3, which was conducted with 30 participants. We organized our results by the three Stages that we used in
the experiment. In Stage 1, we discuss the characteristics of our study sample, such as the
different age groups, educational levels, employment statuses, ethnicity and other details.
Results from Stage 2 will be summarized in this Section after we discuss participants' perspectives on safety for the given situations; this Section will also cover introducing the
different unsafe Scenarios (Appendix E) and the preApp responses for these Scenarios.
Under the heading of Stage 3 results, we report the participants' reactions (postApp) to the
Scenarios after they have been introduced to the safety application (Appendix F), as well
as any future directions/suggestions the participants had towards creating a safety application with new features that they believe may be more useful in unsafe situations. We also
discuss participant concerns about app permissions, privacy and data-storage for the given
safety applications.

In our research, we consider the effectiveness of an application as a measure of whether an
application will actually be used by individuals to protect themselves (personal safety).

4.1 SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
After initially screening the candidates for the qualifications of age (18 years or older) and
past experiences of feeling unsafe, we recruited 30 participants. We were aiming to recruit
a diverse population of participants with different age groups, gender identities, ethnicities
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(native and non-native) including racially visible minorities, and educational levels. Having a diverse sample (Appendix D) helped us study the different trends suggested by past
literature about perceived safety in given situations, for example, the trend that states that
women feel more unsafe than men [8, 31]).
Table 4-1 Data from demographic questionnaire
Age Group Male

Female

18-24

8 (M1,M3,M4,M6,M7,M8,M14,M15)

9 (F1,F2,F3,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,F10)

24-34

7 (M2,M5,M9,M10,M11,M12,M13)

6 (F4,F11,F12,F13,F14,F15)

Highest level of education completed
Some college credit

1 (M14)

0

High school 4 (M1,M4,M6,M8)
or equivalent
Bachelor’s
degree
Graduate
School

5 (F1,F3,F5,F6,F10)

10 (F2,F4,F7,F8,F9,F11,F12,F13,
8
(M2,M3,M7,M9,M10,M11,M13,M15) F14,F15)
2 ( M5,M12)

0

Employment Status
Student

Employed
for wages

11
13
(M1,M2,M3,M4,M6,M7,M8,M9,M11, (F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7.F9,F10,F11,F
M12,M14)
12,F13,F15)
4 (M5,M10,M13,M15)

2 (F8,F14)

Ethnicity
Asain

10
(M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M7,M8,M11,M1
3,M15)
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7 (F2,F4,F6,F9,F12,F13,F14)

Arab

4 (M6,M9,M12,M14)

2 (F1,F10)

African

0

1 (F7)

Latino

0

2 (F11,F15)

1 (M10)

3 (F5,F8,F3)

Caucasian

Racially Visible
Yes

11
(M1,M2,M3,M5,M6,M7,M8,M11,M1
3,M14,M15)

11
(F1,F2,F3,F4,F6,F7,F9,F10,F12,F13,
F14)

No

4 (M4,M9,M10,M12)

4 (F5,F8,F11,F15)

Time spent on mobile phone in a day (hours)

1-4

8 (M1,M14,M4,M6,M7,M110,M12)

5 (F4, F7,F8,F12,F114)

4-8

6 (M2,M5,M8,M11,M13,M15)

6 (F2, F3,F9,F10,F11,F15)

8-12

1 (M3)

2 (F3,F13)

>12

0

2 (F1, F6)

How many applications you install in a month?

<2

9 (F1,F3,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,F10,f15)
9
(M1,M4,M6,M9,M10,M11,M12,M13,
M14)

>2

6 (M2,M3,M5,M7,M8,M15)

6 (F2,F4,F11,F12,F13,F14)

In our results, when presenting the number of males and females falling in the same category or responding a certain way to a question, we provide the count in the form of (x “m”,
y “f”), which indicates x number of males and y number of females.

We recruited an equal number of male and female participants for our study, ranging between the ages of 18-34. In this sample, 17 participants were in the 18-24 age group (8m,9f)
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and 13 participants were in the 25-34 age group (7m,6f). In our sample, 24 (11m, 13f)
participants were university students, whereas 6 were employed outside of the university
(4m, 2f). In terms of education levels, 10 participants (5m,5f) had high school diplomas (or
equivalent) or some college credits and the other 20 had higher education, like a bachelor’s
or master’s degree. Interestingly, 22 (11m, 11f) of our participants reported themselves to
be racially visible minorities. In reference to ethical representation in our recruitment, we
had a total of 17 participants who were of Asian2 origin (10m, 7f), 6 were of Middle Eastern
origin (4m, 2f), 4 were of European origin (1m, 3f), and 3 were of Latino or African origin
(3f). A total of 28 (93.3%) of our participants claimed to spend at least two hours (13m,15f)
on their mobile phones every day, with 20 (12m,8f) reporting that they download at least
one application a month. All of the participants recruited for the study have been residing
in the HRM for quite some time: they understand the area very well, with 15 (6m,9f) participants residing in the HRM for less than two years and 15 (9m,6f) for two or more years.
A detailed record of the results from our demographic questionnaire is available in Table
4.1.

4.2 UNDERSTANDING SAFETY AND PREAPP RESPONSE IN UNSAFE
SCENARIOS- RESULTS FROM STAGE 2
Stage 2 of the study began with us inquiring the participants about how they understand
unsafe situations. In our first interview, we asked our participants about the types of situations they would categorize as unsafe. Along the same lines, we also queried them about
elements that they felt would characterize a situation as unsafe.

2 *= Indian origin (9), Chinese origin (3), Pakistani origin (5)
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The questions we asked our participants were:
1. What types of situations would you define as an unsafe?
2. What are the elements that characterize an unsafe situation?

For both our questions, the participants provided more than one response, which lead to a
greater number of total responses in comparison to the total number of participants. Participants were asked to respond to the questions verbally and their responses were audiorecorded and written down by the second researcher. Considering the sensitivity of the
matter being investigated, both questions were made optional and participants were informed about their option to not answer the questions both written on the consent form and
verbally before starting the questionnaire. All 30 participants opted to respond to both questions.

In response to the first question, all of the participants responded by listing a type of threat
to define an unsafe situation. Two broad themes of threats emerged from the analysis of
the participants' responses: physical threats and verbal threats. The single most recognizable threat, mentioned by half of the participants (6m, 9f), was the threat of physical harm.
For example, one interviewee (M15) said: “When I know something scary is going to happen to me physically”. It was followed by a threat of verbal harm in different forms, such
as racist or gender specific comments, which were reported by 11 (4m,7f) participants. One
of the female participants (F6) said: “When someone comments about my race”. The other
types of threats discussed were a fear of monetary loss mentioned by 3 participants (2m,
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1f), and 4 participants (1m, 3f) discussed immediate threats such as cyclones and tsunamis.
Table 4-2 summarizes the results from question 1.

Table 4-2 Summary from question 1- Interview 1
Type of threat perceived

Male

Female

Physical

6
(M1,M2,M5,M8,M12,M15)

9
(F1,F3,F5,F7,F8,F9,F11,F12,F14
)

Mental

3 (M9, M2, M15)

5 (F3, F7, F9, F13,F14)

Emotional

1 (M7)

2 (F7, F15)

Verbal

1 (M2)

1 (F11)

Racial

1 (M7)

1 (F7)

Gender Specific

1 (F14)

Emergencies

5 (M4,M2,M6,M10,M14)

5 (F5, F7,F9,F11,F15)

Being unaware of
the intentions of
people around me

3 (M1,M11,M10)

0

Monetary harm

2 (M3,M12)

1 (F12)

Unfamiliar locations

1 (M13)

2 (F6,F3)

In response to the second question (“What are the elements that characterize an unsafe
situation?”), participants listed a number of characteristics that would lead them to perceive
a situation as unsafe. The absence of known people (friends or family members) or the
presence of suspicious people in any given situation were listed as factors categorizing
situations as unsafe. Over half of our participants (8m, 10f) reported being alone, and 24
(12m, 12f) indicated the presence of strangers or people under the influence of drugs or
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alcohol as elements of unsafe situations. Being present at places with higher crime rates,
lower illumination levels and even fewer familiar places were reported by 20 (11m, 9f)
participants. Table 4-3 summarizes the results from question 2.
Table 4-3 Summary from question 2- Interview 1
Elements

Male

Female

Being Alone (even in
presence of people)

8 (M1,M3,M5,M6,
M7,M8,M13,M15)

10 (F2,F3,F4,F5,
F6,F7,F8,F9,F10,F12)

Emergency

4 (M2,M9,M11,M14)

4 (F4,F6,F7,f11)

Uncontrolled Situations

3 (M1,M4,M15)

1 (F14)

Presence of suspicious/untrusted people

6 (M2,M12,M10,
M15,M11,M9)

7
(F2,F4,F7,F9,F10,F14,f15)

Places with less or no illumination

5(M1,M5,M6,M9,M10,M11)

8 (F1,F5,F6,F7,
F9,F13,F15,F3)

Presence of less familiar
people

1 (M7)

2 (F10,F14)

Places we know very less
about/ with high crime
rates

5 (M3,M7,M11,M13,M14)

5 (F3,F6,F9,F14,F15)

Self-doubt/ Random
thoughts/ Childhood
memories

1 (M10)

2 (F7,F8)

Bad dreams

1 (M15)

1 (F15)

Presence of people under
drug/alcohol influence

5 (M3,M7,M11,M14,M13)

7 (F15,F13,F9,F8,F5,f4)

Presence of strangers

3 (M1,M7,M10)

2 (F5,F6)

Yelling/ Weird noise/Bad
temperament/verbal abuse

1 (M15)

5 (F10,F7,F13,F9,F2)

Sensitivity to different
ideologies(religious/nonreligious)

1 (M10)

1 (F8)

Racial discrimination

2 (M5,M15)

3 (F10,F4)

Being followed by a
stranger.

1 (M8)

5 (F4,F9,F10,F11,F14)
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Presence of weapons

4(F2,F4,F10,F15)

Cyber Threat

1(F4)

Rumors

1(F4)

Presence of authorities
around you

1 (F4)

Misunderstandings

1 (F8)

Violation of personal
space

1 (F11)

Being minority

2 (F14, F9)

Learning new skills
(Driving)

1 (F14)

Not having/ Losing
means of communication.

1 (F12)

Places with conflicts

1 (F15)

Some of the factors which were only mentioned by female participants included the presence of weapons, cyber threats, rumors and learning new skills. Other commonly identified
characteristics (by 19 participants (8m, 11f)) were emergency or verbal abuse (e.g. yelling,
weird loud noises).

In Stage 2, we presented our participants with three different Scenarios and asked them
how they might react in each of these Scenarios. The purpose of this Stage was to understand how people would react to the given Scenarios before they are introduced to personal
safety applications. As described in Chapter 3, the participants' reactions to these Scenarios
are defined as one of the three behavioural reaction categories: collective(C), avoidance(A), and protective(P), which are based on the work of Gates et al. [63]. For each
participant, only one response was considered for any given Scenario [76]. If a participant's
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response fell into two categories at the same time, for example stating “I will get away
from the situation and call for help,” it would be categorized as a combination of two categories with a “+” sign (i.e. Avoidance + Collective, indicated by A+C).

4.2.1 Scenario 1
Of all the given Scenarios, Scenario 1 was the least unsafe. This was because it introduced
participants to a Scenario in which they imagine a situation where they have their friends
physically around (least isolated), but not in sight, which makes it the easiest Scenario to
seek help, of the three Scenarios. As noted in Chapter 3, only one Scenario was shown to
the participants at a time. Scenario 1 stated: “You have arrived at a community gathering with friends, but there are also many people there whom you do not know. While
talking with a stranger, something this individual says makes you uncomfortable.
You look around but cannot see any of your friends, making you feel unsafe.”

In response to Scenario 1, 9 (6m,3f) participants opted to respond using avoidance by either
not showing interest, leaving by pretending to be busy, or simply walking away from the
situation. When discussing this Scenario, a female participant (F6) said, “If possible, I will
just excuse myself”, whereas a male (M6) participant said, “Look away for something and
get away from the conversation”. One participant (F4) argued for a lenient approach, saying, “I will try to change the topic and if I still feel uncomfortable, then would politely
leave”. Another common view among the participants was to use a protective response
(5m, 2f) to finish the conversation. In this case, participants mentioned that they would
confront the person to stop interrupting them; for instance, participant M5 indicated that
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he would “engage in a conversation with that person and try to understand why would that
person say something to make me uncomfortable. If it still bothers me, I will confront
them”.

3(1m, 2f) participants resorted to using collective responses in which they would seek help
from strangers or friends in their surroundings or may contact a friend using their mobile
phone. Another set of participants (3m, 8f) indicated that they would respond by using a
combination of the avoidance and the collective responses by first trying to get away from
the situation and then seeking help from an external source such as friends or calling for a
cab. Participant M8 said: “I will walk away first and when I feel safe, I will call or text my
friends and go to them”. Only a small number of participants (4m,5f) suggested that they
would use their mobile phones either in a collective or a combination of collective and
avoidance responses to either call or text their friends for purposes like seeking help or
requesting interruptions.
4.2.2 Scenario 2
In Scenario 2, participants were asked to respond to a Scenario that was riskier than Scenario 1. We designed this Scenario to be more isolated and difficult to get help. Scenario
2 was stated as: “You have arranged to meet with a stranger in a parking lot in a distant neighbourhood during daylight hours to finalize a purchase from a classified
website. While talking with this person, something that they do makes you feel very
uncomfortable and unsafe.”
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In this case, 6 participants (3m, 3f) suggested that they would consider a collective response
by informing close ones (family/friends) about their location details or by trying to call
them using their mobile phones. For instance, (M7) one participant suggested, “Will let
someone close know about the place/direction I am headed to as soon as possible. I will
also continue to monitor the situation for any threat and call 911 if required”. However,
given the same situation, another participant (M13) preferred to just have someone know
their location while they make the deal, whereas one participant (F14) took an aggressive
approach as she mentioned that she would “Call a friend at the same time if situation goes
out of hands, while doing the deal”.

Another set of participants (2m, 1f) emphasized that when confronting the person, they
would take a protective approach. Participant F8 responded that “I will finish the sale and
run if it gets worst, while keep myself ready to text/call someone as the other person can’t
see my screen while dealing. But would confront the person, if required.” In contrast, male
participants took similar approaches but preferred being more upfront by recommending
not discussing the topic that makes them feel uncomfortable and emphasizing completing
the purchase.

6 (2m,4f) participants chose avoidance to handle the situation. They tried to end the uncomfortable encounter by moving to a more accessible place (public places) or by finishing
the conversation in different ways. Two participants (M2, F15) said: “ As soon as I will
have the first uncomfortable encounter, I will leave the place,” whereas another participant
(F1) mentioned that “ I will find an excuse to get out of the situation politely as being rude
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can put you in dangerous situations”. Another participant (F11) considered a different approach to avoid the situation by “Giving vague responses to finish the deal as soon as possible because of fear”.

The remaining 15 participants (7m,8f) considered using collective and avoidance approaches at the same time, which meant ending the conversation and contacting someone
for assistance, choosing between the closed ones (family/friends) or emergency services
(911 or other available services).

Around 74% of the participants (22 out of 30), consisting of an equal number of male and
female participants, turned toward their mobile phones to communicate with their
friends/family or emergency services, which in turn shows how heavily we rely on mobile
phones when it comes to communication for our personal safety. However, mobile phones
have only been used by the participants choosing to use the collective approach or the
combination of avoidance and collective approaches for their responses to the unsafe situation. Table 4.2 shows responses from all 30 participants in the form of the categories of
the responses they choose to adopt in the preApp Scenarios, where parenthetical values are
the number of responses that included the use of a mobile phone [76].
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Table 4-4 preApp Scenario responses.
Figures in parenthesis represent the number of times mobile phones was used.

Behavior Reaction Groups
#

Avoidance

Collective

Protective

Avoidance + Collec-

Phone used

tive
1

9

3(3)

7

11(6)

9

2

6

6(6)

2

16(16)

22

3

6

7(6)

3

14(14)

20

4.2.3 Scenario 3
In Scenario 3 participants were queried to respond on the Scenario that had the most risk
of the three given Scenarios. It was considered the riskiest because it introduced participants to a Scenario in which they had to imagine being the most isolated and having the
most difficulty in seeking help. Scenario 2 was stated as: “You are walking home alone
late at night and you notice that someone is walking behind you. You attempt to ignore them but something in their actions makes you believe that they might harm
you.”

Using a collective approach for responding to the given Scenario, 7 participants (4m, 3f)
considered seeking help by either using their phone to call their family/friends or emergency services or by simply looking for the closest known/unknown individual around
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them for seeking assistance. A female participant (F2) said: “I would call my mom and
stay on the phone with her, until I reach my destination,” whereas male participants
(M1,M4,M2) considered getting away from the situation towards a more crowded place as
M4 mentioned: “Try moving towards the street with more people and then calling friend
for help”. Another group of participants (2m, 1f) seemed to choose a more protective approach by opting to confront the person and then decide on their next actions. On this response, participant M10 said: “I will change lanes and if I still feel like being followed. I
will just confront the person,” and F8 said that she would “move to a street with more light
and if still being followed, I will stop and analyze what they do. I think it makes them
scared”.

However, a total of 6 participants (1m, 5f) opted to choose an avoidance-based approach
by choosing to be on the phone to pretend that they know someone around. An example of
this was participants pretending that their destination was not so far or that someone was
waiting to pick them up at a location a very short distance away, whereas other participants
opted to run/walk away from the situation to seek a safer place.

14 participants in Scenario 3 seemingly used a combined avoidance and collective approach in their responses, where they preferred to get away from the situation first while
seeking assistance from friends/families, emergency services, strangers or moving to a
crowded/well-lit place. As mentioned by participant M7: “I will walk faster, change my
route and call 911. But won’t stop until I feel safe”. For Scenario 3, 67% of the participants,
which accounted for 20 (11m, 9f), said they would use their phone for communication in
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order to seek help when employing a collective response or when using a combined response of both avoidance and collective.

Phones have been used in all three Scenarios by the participants to seek assistance as shown
in Table 4-2, although an increase in use can be seen to correlate with an increase in isolation and difficulty in seeking help as it is clearly evident that the use of phones is much
higher in Scenarios 2 and 3 in comparison to Scenario 1. In Scenario 1 mobile phones were
used by the participants who opted for a collective approach or a combination of avoidance
and collective approach, mostly to texting friends. In Scenarios 2 and 3 mobile phones were
used by the participants who chose a collective approach as a part of the solution, but were
used for extensively calling friends/family or emergency services.

4.3 POSTAPP RESPONSE FOR UNSAFE SCENARIOS AND FUTURE FUNCTION SUGGESTIONS- RESULT FROM STAGE 3
Stage 3 of the study was initiated by each participant installing one of the three personal
safety applications on their mobile phones. Out of the 30 participants, 18 (10m, 8f) used
lab phones, providing reasons like privacy and security or being low on storage space or
battery power. Out of the 10 male participants, at least 8 of them cited privacy and security
concerns as one of their reasons for not using their own phones, whereas the other two
participants gave reasons such as not having enough storage space on their phones, low
battery power, and being "bored" with their own phones. 5 female participants cited the
reason for using the lab phones as being low on storage space and other two participants
cited security concerns, followed by boredom by 1 female participant.
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The remaining 12 (5m, 7f) participants opted to use their own phones on the grounds that
they may use the application in future, the mere convenience (familiarity with the device),
and/or curiosity of how the application would look on their phones. Participants mostly
cited the reason to not use lab phones as the convenience/familiarity of device ( 2m, 4f )
followed by being able to keep it afterwards which was cited by 2 participants (2f). 3 of
the female participants (F6,F8,F10) explicitly mentioned that they did not care about their
personal data as they believe that it is already "out there" because of they had used other
applications which requested intensive amounts of data on their phones, whereas only one
male participant (M3) cited this reason. Ironically, another male participant’s (M3) reason
for not using a lab phone was not to leave any trace of his personal information on the lab
phone, even though he knew that for our experiment fake information could be used, this
explanation was provided by the researcher present in the room.

12 (8m, 4f) participants used fake data (such as a fake name, phone number, and contacts)
provided by the researchers, but we are not sure if the remaining 28 (7m,11f) participants
used their personal information because while going through the consent forms, all of the
participants were told that they could use fake data if they did not want to use their own
information. Based on the postApp responses, we found that some of the participants did
include fake data in their apps; however, they did not use the fake data provided by the
researchers as is was or in its entirety. We do not report any numerical results or statistical
results on this behaviour by our participants because this behaviour was observed during
data analysis, after the conclusion of the study. Evidently, the choice of using the personal
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or lab device and using fake data or not, in terms of conducting privacy research, seems
very complicated and may need further investigation.

With regard to choosing the mobile safety application, 6 participants selected Life360,
whereas 11 (7m,4f) partipants chose Circleof6, and the other 13 participants (5m,8f) chose
Bsafe, making Bsafe the most selected application. The participants' reasons for making
their selection out of the three apps seemed to involve design, the number of features, and
specific features. In the case of Bsafe, the most cited reason for its choice was simplicity
in design and features, such as fake call, alarm and embedded Google Maps. For Circleof6,
the most cited reason was design followed by the fact that it only uses SMS to communicate
and doesn’t need an active internet connection. For Life 360, design remained the most
significant reason followed by features, such as pre-written messages and the ability to
send messages to seek assistance from a greater number of people at the same time (6 in
both Life360 and Circlof6, 3 in Bsafe). Tables 4-5 and 4-6 summarize the reasons for
choosing specific applications by male and female participants, respectively.

While the participants installed their chosen applications on the phones (lab or own phone),
the permissions given by the participants were recorded by the researcher. When participants were asked if they bothered to look into what permissions the application requested,
10 (7m,3f) participants reported that they looked into them carefully, whereas 4 participants (2m,2f) suggested that they did not care to look into them.
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Table 4-5 Reasons for choosing applications- Male
Application

Reason

Bsafe

Fake call

1 (M12)

Exact location feature

1 (M9)

Alarm

1 (M9)

Check-in

1 (M15)

Faster (better for emergencies)

1 (M13)

Has sufficient features

1 (M2)

Better interface

1 (M15)

Circleof6

Number of participants

Individualistic (relies more
on yourself)

3 (M9,M13,M2)

Broadcast to limited number
of people

1 (M2)

Simple to use

1 (M13)

Indicative- interface
Simple to use

3 (M6,M7,M8)

Better Design

1 (M6)

Just relies on SMS
Has sufficient features

6
(M11,M8,M6,M5,M4,M3)
3 (M11,M7,M5)

Good on battery (doesn’t
have google maps)

1 (M7,)

Pre-written messages

1 (M5)

Customization (option to
add emergency numbers)
L360

4 (M6,M11,M5,M4)

2 (M5,M8)

Suits my life style

1 (M10)

Has sufficient features

1 (M1)

Interactive design

1 (M14)

Looks trustworthy

1 (M14)

Easy to use

1 (M14)
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The other 16 participants (6m, 10f) claimed that they usually notice the permissions for
any app they install on the phone, but because it is a personal safety application they intentionally gave it access to all of the data the applications asked for. This behaviour may
suggest that these participants were naïve (or that they behaved in a naïve manner during
the study) in terms of not looking at the permissions simply because the applications they
were using were personal safety applications.

After installing the applications, 26 (13m, 13f) participants gave access to all the permissions, even though 10 participants showed their concerns about application permissions.
Participants were most concerned about the permissions to access contacts and send notifications. A total of 9 (5m, 4f) participants looked into reviews and the terms and conditions
of the applications before installing. Additionally, a total of 8 (3m, 5f) participants listed
that they had concerns regarding the applications collecting and sharing their data with
others without permission.

After the introduction to the applications the participant were told that they could use the
applications for as long as 30 minutes, a time frame which none of the participants fully
utilized. A researcher was always available to answer any questions in this 30-minute period of exploration. Participants were then asked to react to the same Scenarios. Now that
they had access to the mobile applications, the answers to the Scenarios gave insight into
how their attitudes shifted towards tackling unsafe situations.
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Table 4-6 easons for choosing applications- Female
Application

Reason

Iteration

Bsafe

Fake call

3 (F8,F12,F7)

Exact location feature

1 (F15)

Alarm

2 (F8,F12)

Check-in

1 (F7)

Has sufficient features

6 (F4,F5,F2,F1,F12,F7)

Design (1-click options)

3 (F5,F1,F15)

Better Interface

2 (F5,F7)

Individualistic (relies more
on yourself)

1 (F4)

Simple to use

2 (F1,F12)

Google Maps

2 (F8,F2)

I can relate to be helpful
through my past experiences

2 (F2,F5)

Simple to use

4 (F14,F10,F6,F3)

Indicative- Interface

1 (F6)

Limited features (Less
memory)

1 (F6)

Location feature

1 (F14)

Reaches 6 people at same
time

2 (F10,F3)

Gives out limited information

1 (F3)

More features

2 (F9,F13)

Design

2 (F9,F13)

Ease of use

1 (F9)

Serves multiple purposes

2 (F9,F11)

Check-in

1 (F11)

C6

Life360
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4.3.1 Scenario 1
For Scenario 1, a total of 14 (7m, 7f) participants indicated that they would use a collective
reaction such as using the text feature: “I need to talk” (M6) in Circleof6 or using Bsafe
sending a custom text to their contacts (M3). 7 (5m, 2f) participants suggested that they
would use avoidance, for example, participant M4 mentioned that he would “End the conversation politely and leave the spot”. However, only 4 (2m, 2f) participants would use a
protection reaction which mainly consisted of reactions like the one by participant F8:
“Confront directly as it doesn’t make me afraid”.

In terms of changes in the behavioural responses to unsafe situations, a shift in the approach, such as moving from protective responses to collective responses, could be seen
for thirteen participants. For these 13 participants, their category of preApp response is
different from their postApp response, with the biggest growth in the collective responses,
while the other three (avoidance, protective and combinational (A+C)) categories saw a
decline. A total of 11 responses which either fell into avoidance, protective or combined
avoidance and collective in the preApp responses changed to the collective only category
in the postApp responses. Table 4.3, shows responses from all 30 participants in the form
of the categories of the responses they choose to adopt in the postApp Scenarios, where
parenthetical values are the number of responses that included the use of a mobile phone
[76].
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Table 4-7 postApp Scenario response.
Figures in parenthesis represent the number of times mobile phones was used.

Behavior Reaction Groups
#

Avoidance Collective

Protective

Avoidance + Col-

Application used

lective
1

7(1)

14(10)

4

5(1)

12

2

2(2)

21(14)

1

6(4)

20

3

2(1)

20(13)

0

8(7)

21

Moreover, in the preApp response, only 9 participants claimed that they would use their
phone, whereas in the postApp response 12 participants advised that they would use the
features of the mobile safety applications. Furthermore, it is apparent that just like preApp
response, the app in postApp response was mainly used for a collective reaction (individually or in combination with avoidance). However, the postApp responses did include
some instances of the avoid response, such as using the fake call feature of Bsafe.
4.3.2 Scenario 2

For Scenario 2, 21 participants (12m, 9f) suggested that they would use a collective response including asking their contacts for assistance. For instance, a male participant indicated that he would use the "follow me" feature to share his location: participant M2 said
he would “Use follow me and then call someone directly” and participant F5 suggested
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that she would be “Sharing the location and yelling”. In another instance, participant F9
showed her concern for security and privacy while using a collective response: “I would
share my continuous location, but I need a feature to somehow remind me to turn it off
when I am not unsafe anymore”. Another set of 6 participants (1m, 5f) indicated that they
would use a combination of avoidance and a collective response where one participant
suggested, “I will broadcast my location and then get a fake call” and one male participant
chose a protective approach by opting for confrontation. Another group of participants (1m,
1f) opted to use avoidance tactics such as “using fake call”. In Scenario 2, again a similar
trend for the postApp reactions from Scenario 1 can be noticed as 18 of the participants
have agreed to use the application by either using the collective approach in itself or collectively with avoidance, and only two responses included avoidance.

4.3.3 Scenario 3
For Scenario 3, 20 participants (10m, 10f), consisting of an equal number of male and
female participants, opted for a collective response and none of the participants opted for
a protective response. For example, participant M4 listed that “he would use follow me,
alarm and then call 911”, whereas participant F5 said she would “Us[e] location sharing
and then looking for help around me”. 2 participants (2f) indicated that they would use
avoidance as F4 suggested using “fake call, if the person comes really close to me”. The
other 8 participants (5m,3f) decided to use a combination of avoidance and a collective
approach for their responses: “Try to go out of the situation, if I can and call 911 and stay
on the phone while looking for help around me,” as indicated by F1. Ironically, one partic-
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ipant (M5) said, “I will seek help directly, by getting into a store and pretending that someone I know is around me”. The trend towards changing behaviour reaction categories from
preApp response to postApp response is similar to Scenario 1 as well as 2, with the biggest
increase in the collective response and all other categories facing a decrease.

Moreover, 20 participants suggested that they would use features of the applications in the
postApp response when using the collective approach either individually by contacting
their friends/family or in combination with avoidance, whereas only one participant
claimed to have used avoidance by using features like fake call.

At the end of Stage 3, we questioned our participants about the features they felt would be
helpful in a personal safety application. Their suggestions included having a way to connect
directly to authorities like police or harassment helplines, and having quicker and easier
access to the applications when in unsafe situations. For instance, a suggestion to have a
small pattern of clicks on the screen or continuous pressure applied on the phone using
pressure sensors to send a request to seek assistance emerged from a few participants. Developing safety features to help people in unsafe Scenarios where there is no cellular or
internet connection seemed to be most requested feature. Also, being able to record audio
and video evidence at the time of incident and being able to easily forward it to authorities
was the other most suggested feature. Participants also suggested some features which were
available in some applications such as “check-in”, continuous location tracking in Life360,
and precise location in Bsafe, will be very helpful. In the next chapter, we discuss the
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implications of our results, how they help us answer our research questions, and if they are
congruent with the previous research reported on the same subject.

Let us revisit our motivating questions from Chapter 3:
1. How are the applications effective in unsafe situations?
2. Are these applications something we can completely rely on?
3.

Do we have to somehow use them in combination with traditional measures such
as 911 (emergency helpline)?

It is evident from our results that 14 out of 30 participants agreed to use the personal safety
applications as part of their responses to our given Scenarios. This response rate may imply
that the current available solutions are efficient only when being used in combination with
other traditional measures (such as running away, calling 911) and are yet to be found
sufficiently trustworthy by users to use them as their standalone measure when facing perceived unsafe situations.
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Chapter 5- DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we discuss the results of our study and how they help us answer our research
questions. Initially, we discussed how individuals use their mobile devices and personal
safety applications when they find themselves in unsafe situations. We do so by analyzing
the results of our participants' reactions to unsafe Scenarios and their reliance on mobile
phones in the Scenarios. We also look into changes in participant behaviour after being
introduced to the mobile applications, while also considering application features being
used by the participants in unsafe situations. Then, we discuss our results to gain a better
understanding of how mobile phones and personal safety applications can be used as part
of a bigger response to unsafe situations. We consider participant responses such as nontechnical reactions as well, where participants react to a situation without using any applications or mobile phones. We focus on understanding participants' behavioural responses
in the different Scenarios.

Finally, we try to assess our results in terms of participants' reactions to investigate if the
current personal safety applications produce themselves as feasible tools to be used by
individuals in unsafe situations. We describe participant reactions to Scenarios (both preApp and postApp) with regard to using personal safety applications, mobile phones, or
both. We discuss design recommendations for anyone trying to develop a product for similar purposes. We also discuss distinctive trends found in participant reactions. Lastly, we
discuss the limitations of our study and the impacts of these limitations on the different
Stages of the study, and, consequently, on the results we obtained.
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5.1 USE OF MOBILE PHONES AND APPLICATIONS IN UNSAFE SCENARIOS
In this Section, we discuss our first research question: “How might people use mobile
phones and personal safety apps to respond to unsafe situations?”

5.1.1 Use of mobile phones

Our results from the preApp Scenarios can be clearly aligned with the previous research
[14, 16, 27, 19]. They confirm that individuals feel safer when they carry mobile phones.
In our preApp responses, a majority of the participants agreed to use their mobile phones
in Scenarios 2 and 3.

We tried to further investigate how individuals may use their mobile phones in unsafe Scenarios by providing them with three Scenarios with increasing degrees of threat, isolation
and difficulty in seeking help. In previous literature [28, 9, 19], it has been claimed that the
women tend to feel more unsafe than men in unsafe situations, whereas our results do seem
to show any considerable difference. The exact behavioural reactions of men and women
in the preApp and postApp Scenarios are listed in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 and do not seem to
show any considerable observational differences. However, the reactions by men and
women to similar Scenarios seem to differ in their approach, even though similar behavioural reactions are consistent in all three Scenarios. For instance, avoidance used by female participants in Scenario 1 is polite and mild in comparison to men: participant F1
said, “Will try to end the conversation by changing the topic”, whereas participant M13
said he would “just walk away from there”.
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Table 5-1 Behavioural reaction of male and female participants in preApp Scenarios
preApp responses
Scenario #1

Avoid

Collect

Protect

Avoid + Collect

M

6

1

5

3

F

3

2

2

8

M

2

3

2

8

F

3

7

1

4

M

1

4

2

8

F

4

7

1

4

Scenario #2

Scenario #3

This difference in the trends can be attributed to the methodology as most of the studies
done in the past [17,50] directly or indirectly involved asking questions about how participants would react in unsafe situations, whereas we proceeded to provide an organized
group of scenarios to conduct the study which is unlike the methodology used in previous
research.
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Table 5-2 Behavioural reaction of male and female participants in postApp Scenarios
postApp responses
Scenario #1

Avoid

Collect

Protect

Avoid + Collect

M

5

7

2

1

F

2

7

2

4

M

1

12

1

1

F

0

9

0

5

M

0

10

0

5

F

2

10

0

3

Scenario #2

Scenario #3

In terms of the use of mobile phones in our three given unsafe Scenarios, we obtained
dissimilar reactions. For Scenario 1, fewer (9) participants relied on the use of a mobile
phone, with the majority of them choosing non-technical (without using mobile phones)
methods to seek assistance, which resulted in employing avoidance and protective type
responses. Participant M1 said he would “End the conversation politely by changing the
topic and leave the spot”, whereas participant F8 said she would “Confront directly and
ask for help, if needed”. But, if the participants relied on mobile phones, the majority of
the time they were used as a part of the collective response to contact their close ones
(friends/family). In the cases of the other two Scenarios, more participants, in comparison
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to Scenario 1, relied on their mobile phones as a part of their collective response. For Scenario 2, 22 participants used their mobile phones, whereas in Scenario 3, 20 participants
used their mobile phones to seek assistance. In summary, we observed that in the preApp
conditions, our participants consistently chose to use mobile phones as part of their collective responses to all three of the given unsafe Scenarios.

5.1.2 Use of personal safety applications

In this Section, we focus on understanding the shift in the behavioural reactions of the
participants after being introduced to personal safety applications. We discuss how some
of the participants found personal safety applications more useful in unsafe situations, leading to changes in their behaviour: from not using mobile phones in the preApp Scenarios
to using the safety applications on their mobile phones in the postApp Scenarios.

It is rather interesting that the number of participants (51) who indicated that they would
use their mobile phones to respond in any of the preApp Scenarios were consistent with
the number of participants (53) who agreed to use an app in the postApp Scenarios for the
same Scenarios. On the other hand, the participants who claimed to use their mobile
phones in preApp responses may not always be the ones who agreed to have used an application in their postApp responses.

In Scenario 1, from the 21 participants who claimed not to use mobile phones in the preApp
Scenarios, 6 of them agreed to use an application in the postApp Scenarios. Likewise, out
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of the total 8 participants who agreed not to use mobile phones in preApp sceanrios, 5
would use an application in postApp Scenarios. Out of 10 non-phone users (preApp) in
Scenario 3, 7 users (postApp) would employ an application in percieved unsafe situations.

These reactions show how some of the participants who were not using mobile phone as a
part of their response in the preApp Scenarios agreed to use personal safety apps for their
postApp responses, suggesting that personal safety applications seem to provide something
more than the basic features of mobile phones. Furthermore, additional features provided
by these applications seem to fill the gaps left by the insufficiency of the basic features of
the mobile phone, such as calling and texting to seek assistance.

5.1.3 Frequently used application features
In postApp responses, in terms of responses to unsafe situations, the features available in
personal safety applications were frequently chosen over or collectively used with the basic
features present on the mobile devices. Some of the most used features included: sending
pre-defined texts for requesting interruption, sharing live or one-time location co-ordinates,
and calling family/emergency services (limited to Scenarios 2 and 3). Sending pre-defined
texts in applications, such as Bsafe and Circleof6, saves the hassle of typing the message
and could help by sending texts to multiple people (already part of the user's circle) at once.
Location sharing was used by the majority of our participants (11m,10f) because they were
assured of sharing their current/live location with their loved ones (friends/family) when
in unsafe situations. Needless to say, the use of sharing live locations comes with privacy
concern; one of the participants, F9, said: “I would like to get informed to stop sharing my
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location after a while”. The ability to call or text either your friends, family or emergency
services was mentioned often (7f, 3m) in both preApp (using only features already included
on mobile phones) and postApp (having an option to use applications) responses.

A few features being used for avoidance responses included pretending to be on a call with
someone was mainly included in the participants' preApp responses, or using features like
“fake call” from Bsafe to receive a fake call from a number/ contact which users can name
anything (Cab, Police etc.), as discussed in participants' postApp reactions.

The trend of using mobile phones either without applications (preApp) or with applications
(postApp) as a part of a collective response may indicate that participants still prefer to rely
somewhat on their surroundings. These collective responses ranged from seeking helping
from strangers to simply trying to get away from the situation by looking for a well-lit
street/establishment to provide a safer feeling.

5.2 USE OF MOBILE PHONES AND SAFETY APPLICATIONS AS A PART
OF OVERALL RESPONSE
In this Section, we discuss our findings with respect to our second research question: “How
mobile phones and apps might be used as part of an overall response to unsafe situations?”

We examined responses by the participants to our unsafe Scenarios. These responses included non-technical responses (not including mobile phones), such as seeking human help
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from their surroundings by yelling, in addition to the use of mobile phones or personal
safety applications to seek assistance. We aimed to understand the changes in the participants' overall behavioural reactions both before and after being introduced to personal
safety applications.

Before being introduced to personal safety applications (preApp), the overall reactions
from the participants were very different for all three Scenarios. In Scenario 1, where the
participants' friends were nearby but may or may not be immediately visible at the given
time, participants relied mainly on avoidance and protective responses without the use of
mobile phones. Avoidance reactions included “ending the conversation” or “leaving the
situation,” whereas protective reactions included direct confrontation with the person participants were feeling unsafe from.

Relying less on phones included fewer collective responses either on their own or even
combined with avoidance reactions. In combined avoidance and collective reactions, participants' reactions mainly relied upon seeking help from people around them by moving
away from the situation and then using mobile phones to seek help through text/call, if
required. Th behaviour of the participants remained very similar in preApp and postApp
reactions in Scenario1.

In Scenarios 2 and 3, there was a decline in the protective reactions between preApp and
postApp responses as represented in tables 4-2 and 4-3. The number of protect responses
in the preApp responses was 12 (out of 90, 30 responses from each Scenario), whereas it
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decreased down to 5 in the postApp responses. On the other hand, where avoidance-only
reactions also decreased from 21 to 11, the number of combinational reactions with avoidance and collective responses increased from 57 to 73. In contrast to the Scenario 1, all the
combinational reactions in Scenarios 2 and 3 included the use of mobile phones. In addition
to mobile responses, participant F2 also indicated a physical response (avoidance), “Try to
get of the situation” in response to Scenario 2, and participant F7 stated, “Running away
for help” in response to Scenario 3 [76].

Interestingly, in the postApp Scenarios, the majority of the participants, when relying on
using on the personal safety applications, had more collective responses than in combination with avoidance, which was mostly the case in the preApp responses. But in both preApp & postApp cases, participants had mixed preferences in terms of using the personal
safety applications, the basic features of the phone, or physical actions (<15%) when responding to unsafe situations. It is apparent that the use of mobile phones and personal
safety applications increase in participants' responses to Scenario 2 and 3 for the preApp
and postApp responses, respectively.

Similar to previous findings in Section 5.5.1, with respect to observational differences,
there were not any considerable differences between the responses of male and female
participants in our study, even after the introduction of safety applications. However, our
qualitative analysis demonstrated that our research aligns with the past literature [14, 17] :
women seem to feel afraid in comparison to men, given the same Scenario. In the postApp
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responses, a female participant (F2) in Scenario 1 preferred to text her friend first and pretend to be busy on her phone until her friend came to the rescue, whereas a male participant
(M2) who also choose an avoidance response decided to smile and walk away from the
conversation.

5.3 VIABILITY OF CURRENT PERSONAL SAFETY APPLICATIONS
In this Section, we discuss our findings with reference to our third research question: “Do
current personal safety applications provide viable tools that individuals will use to
respond to unsafe situations?”

We assessed the viability of the tools (safety applications) by assessing if the participants
agreed to use mobile phones (preApp) or the personal safety applications (postApp) in the
given unsafe Scenarios. 29 (15m, 14f) participants agreed to use their mobile phones in at
least one of the Scenarios in the preApp response, whereas a total of 28 (14m, 14f) participants agreed to use the personal safety applications in again at least one of the three given
unsafe Scenarios. This statistic shows how mobile phones and personal safety applications
can be used either individually or as a part of the solution to unsafe situations. On the other
hand, when asked if the participants would use the applications in the future, 14 (8m, 6f)
said yes, whereas 9 (4m, 5f) participants said they will not and the remaining 7 (3m, 4f)
said they may use a personal safety application. Of the 7 participants who opted as being
undecided (maybe), participant F5 said, “I grew up here, so I don’t need it. I may use it if
I move,” whereas participant M10 mentioned, “Maybe once I get married”. Participant
M10 further elaborated that he may find the application of his choice to be more useful
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when he had a family of his own to have someone close to him added as a personal contact
on the app, who could track and offer support when needed.

When it came to making a choice between the applications, there were a few factors responsible. Some of the most cited reasons included better design and interface (8m, 7f),
ability to customize (6m,3f), and the nature of features as per an individual’s requirements
(4m,3f).

Another concern that was common for choosing the applications was related to privacy.
Interestingly, more than half (6m, 10f) of our participants mentioned that they are usually
concerned about the permissions requested by an application, but in this case, they would
not care as it is a personal safety application. On the other hand, 4 (2m, 2f) participants
responded that they do not care about permissions when installing applications, whereas
the remaining 10 (7m, 3f) said they read through all the permissions being asked by the
application and agreed to them. Out of 16 (6m,10f) participants who said that they did not
care about the permissions, while installing the personal safety applications, only 6 (6f)
participants used their own phones. In future studies that build on this work, it will be
interesting to explore the reasons expressed by the participants who chose not to use their
own phones.

With regard to the collection of data (e.g. location) and being able to overlook some permissions, our findings are consistent with the research conducted by McCarthy et al. [1].
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Some of the other concerns included giving access to phone contacts, as one of the participants, M3, mentioned that “it [application] should just let me enter the contacts”. Some
participants (2m, 3f) also indicated that they may consider using the applications if they
give them direct and easy access to authorities.

Another set of 7 participants (3m, 4f) still believed that they do not require a personal safety
application as they need more concrete measures when they aren’t feeling safe, with a few
participants saying they can’t trust the application and another group (5f) saying, “Brain
doesn’t work when it’s not safe”. A few other participants (2m) mentioned that they may
reconsider using the applications when they have families. A few of them suggested they
are happy with the current features available on their phone which included the standard
features of calling/texting, or sharing locations through third party applications which are
not being used for personal safety primarily.

It is clear from our discussions that personal safety applications prove to be effective and
viable for some of the participants in unsafe situations; specifically, in case of collective
responses – individually or in combination with avoidance. 14 out of 30 (46.67%) of the
participants indicated that they would use personal safety applications in the future as a
part of their responses.

Participants reported to have many privacy issues with the personal safety applications as
indicated by our statistic that 18 out 30 people preferred to use lab phones. Our participants
indicated that they were not comfortable installing/using the apps on their own phones
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because the apps needed to access the information about their contacts and required access
to storage and other phone data. For future studies on understanding the use of personal
safety applications in perceived unsafe Scenarios, it will be interesting to create an application specifically for the purposes of the study, which does not collect any of the participants' data and instead focuses on observing behaviours of the participants using that personal safety application.

Participants found the applications presented to them useful for responding to the given
unsafe Scenarios. While we do not claim to have found all the answers when it comes to
understanding perceptions towards mobile safety application, we believe that our research
does provide some much-needed insight into how these apps can be used in unsafe situations.

5.4 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
After gaining a thorough understanding of the results and the feedback provided by the
participants, a few design recommendations can be drawn for anyone attempting to make
personal safety applications in the future:

 Triggering of an operation (e.g. sharing location) can be a very challenging task
when someone is an unsafe situation. Some apps require several clicks to be done
in a given order to access the features. It has also been debated that the need of
being so mentally involved in the phone/application, even for a few seconds, can
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lead to negatively affecting the user's situational attention [54]. An easier triggering
mechanism for seeking assistance of any sort would surely let some users reconsider using personal safety applications. Using different sensors in the phones to
trigger an activity can be a potential option. An example of this could be to use
motion sensor in the phone to display the panic button on the home screen of the
phone after the phone has been shaken for more than n times (the choice of n can
be determined specifically by the application developer).
 Seeking limited permissions in terms of user contacts, photos, among other factors,
would also help making users feel comfortable installing the applications. It is understandable that a trade-off of more features involved in an application seeking
more permissions is inevitable. For example, to use video monitoring features on
an app, it may need access to contacts, camera and even social media profiles, depending on the application features in order to send/share the video recording of the
live incident as evidence with the people on your social media or contact list. Making the application modular (i.e. seeking respective permissionswhen that specific
feature is used) may also help, as the user can have clear discretion of not being
able to use a certain feature when not giving specific permissions. A similar practice
of making applications modular is also being practiced and recommended by major
official mobile application guideline platform providers such as Android [85] and
Apple [86]. No matter how modular the app is, it still follows a one size fits all
approach, which calls for extensive research to understand how can one develop a
solution that can serve the masses by adapting to users' specific needs.
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 Including features which can potentially increase the possibility of obtaining help
more quickly in any given circumstance is also beneficial. Being able to directly
call/ share the user's location with loved ones, emergency services, such as 911 or
any equivalent (a grouped network of volunteers helping each other), came up as
another important recommendation by our participants. For example, having a specifically red coloured button to contact authorities in any safety application can
help achieve the goal of obtaining help more quickly. Furthermore, it is important
because some of our participants still believed in seeking help from authorities rather than relying on apps, especially in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. However, it is
important to prevent/limit any false positives in this case to keep the valuable resources from being wasted. A mechanism of having the user re-confirm after an
alert has been raised before alerting emergency services can be implemented to
limit false positives. Yet, the trade-off in this case is that if the user is truly in danger
or feeling unsafe, they may not be in a position to re-confirm. A balanced approach
could be to alert emergency contacts after a certain duration of time to address the
possibility that the user may be away from their phone or not in a situation to reconfirm.
 Limited or lessen dependency on data or even cellular networks in terms of obtaining help as some of these unsafe incidents may happen in places with limited
or no network. Developing solutions that rely more on cellular services than data,
such as Circleof6, in which most of actions seeking assistance include sending a
text or location through cellular networks would also open the use of the application
to people who might not have access to data.
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 Having applications/features specific to different age groups, such as having a
permanently live location sharing mechanism or having a feature of permanently
sharing the health data (such as heart rate) with one click for long intervals with
one to two specific users may also make applications more useful for elderly people. Integration with other applications with huge user bases like WhatsApp or Facebook can also be deemed as a possibility to reach far more people for seeking
assistance, but again having no cellular network or data can lead to limiting the
possibilities.
 Developing wearable devices, where operations can be triggered through the phone
by receiving commands from a wearable device, for example by sensing change in
pressure or a motion pattern using Bluetooth technology or a network connection.

Other recommendations from our participants included prompt video and audio recording
of the situation and being able to store it in cloud or even on phones, can be great assistance
when looking into these incidents at a later Stage. It is always challenging to have a great
user-interface while adding a plethora of features in any application, which we believe may
call for having different applications for different situations/age groups.

We believe that, in the ever-changing domain of mobile technology, there are endless possibilities for creating better solutions for personal safety. An effort to implement these design recommendations, using available and future technologies, can surely help convince
more individuals to use personal safety applications which can lead to keeping individuals
safer. Furthermore, an emerging market of personal safety has gained the attention of big
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technology giants like Google which came up with its own personal safety application
called “Trusted Contacts” in 2016 [83], which is used to share the users' locations with
their trusted contacts to seek assistance. We believe that the world’s interest and market
share of personal safety solutions through mobile applications will increase in coming
years.

5.5 LIMITATIONS
No study is perfect and our study is no exception. Our research study included a group of
participants who were either students or recent graduates from Dalhousie University living
in the HRM (Halifax Regional Municipality) from an age group of 18 to 34. As mentioned
in our ethics proposal, we tried to recruit an equal number (15) of male, female and
LGBTQQIP2SAA participants. However, we had a great difficulty in recruiting
LGBTQQIP2SAA participants, which lead to only considering male and female participants in our study. It is quite clear that the results obtained from our research cannot be
potentially valid for the entire target population. Moreover, some of the questions asked in
interview 1 about understanding safety for individual participants were open-ended questions asked in front of researchers and being audio recorded, which may had led to some
bias by the participants. Participants may not have shared what they actually felt because
of a fear of being judged, as their responses were being said in front of two people.

Our study was conducted in a closed room with two researchers and with responses being
recorded using an audio recorder. This study environment might have led to some personal
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bias or apprehensions in our participants, which may have had some impact on our observations as well. For example, participant F14 mentioned after one hour of the study, “I feel
much more comfortable now than I was when we started.” Future research based on this
study would need to be mindful of this aspect and consider some form of corrective
measures in the study design.

Our study mainly depended on using semi-structured interviews to ask participants about
what they thought in three given Scenarios and where they may feel potentially unsafe. It
is evident that the results obtained may not always match the reactions obtained in an actual
Scenario (if we neglect the ethical issues of conducting a more realistic experiment). We
still believe we have contributed some much-needed knowledge in the domain of personal
safety.
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Chapter 6- CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
This research study was conducted to understand how personal safety applications can potentially be a part of an overall solution in unsafe situations, with different levels of risk.
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 30 participants (15m, 15f) to gain a better
understanding of how participants may react to a potential unsafe situation.

Our research concludes that personal safety applications seems to provide a reliable and
effective solution for the majority of our participants, especially when opting for collective
behavioural reactions. Our participants found the applications to be a good addition to their
responses to the three given unsafe Scenarios. Some participants still believed that it is
hard to rely on mobile applications when encountering unsafe situations and will rely on
contacting emergency services or using the basic features of mobile phones, such as texting/calling seeking help. A total of 14 participants out of the 30 agreed to use a personal
safety application in future as a part of their collective responses.

In terms of choosing a personal safety application, the most significant factors involved
were usability and privacy concerns. Participants were a great deal concerned about what
data was being collected by the applications and how it was being used, as some users were
specifically concerned with whether the applications were using/selling their data to third
party applications. Other concerns about using applications were related to seeking excessive permissions (e.g. contacts) as participants felt that considering the features available
in the applications, permissions were not justified.
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The issue of personal safety is subjective to individuals and having a clear overall understanding of the audience for which a personal safety solution is being created is essential.
The needs and effectiveness of the solutions may not simply rely on individuals but on
their surroundings and the sort of help available around them. For instance, an elderly person with limited mobility may not have the physical or mental ability to always remember/care to turn off location sharing with their loved ones, whereas it can be of a great deal
of importance for a physically and mentally capable adult.

With regard to the available personal safety applications, our study recorded the perceptions of 30 participants before and after using the solutions in unsafe Scenarios to conclude
how personal safety applications can be used as part of their collective responses. The privacy issues and data security concerns related to these applications call for more work in
this domain in future. Effectively developed personal safety applications will help solve
many problems for many different sections of our society.

6.2 FUTURE WORK
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first of its kind to evaluate the viability of
using personal safety applications by participants for given unsafe situations. We would
like to propose some suggestions that could be considered as future work in this domain.
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6.2.1 More realistic evaluation

We have reported the results of how personal safety applications can be a viable addition
to the overall responses of individuals in unsafe Scenarios when adopting collective behavioural responses with regard to unsafe situations. Perhaps, being able to conduct a more
realistic study, while respecting the ethics and safety of the participants will lead to more
accurate findings and provide new insights, for example creating simulated/VR/AR environments to make the Scenarios feel more realistic. It can be challenging yet rewarding to
use VR/AR as it proves to be more realistic, resulting in obtaining more accurate results to
better understand perceptions about personal safety applications. Challenges may include
developing an effective study design adaptable for the general population and all age
groups. Training the participants with the hardware can be another challenge for researchers as well.

Moreover, future work may also consider conducting a controlled group study to understand the users' perspectives of personal safety applications. The study could be conducted
with a control group consisting of people who feel that they have not experienced an unsafe
situation. Such a study design will provide a better/balanced understanding of how a betterrepresentative sample of people around the world feel about personal safety and help determine any new features that may be required in improved personal safety applications for
the future.
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6.2.2 Improved applications
It is quite evident from our study that the issues like privacy and concerns around data
collection and protection are very prevalent when it comes to making a choice regarding
using personal safety applications. Another greater concern around the use of personal
safety applications is having better ways to trigger the operations to seek assistance, for
example, sending texts or making phone calls for help. Having better and less time/attention consuming trigger mechanisms, such as wearable devices which can trigger signals
using sensors (pressure and motion sensors), would surely eliminate or minimize the impact on situational attention, which might help make to applications more convenient to
use in unsafe situations.

In summary, our semi-structured within-subjects study conducted with 30 participants
(15m, 15f) to understand the perceptions towards personal safety applications concludes
that most participants (14 out of 30) would include personal safety applications as part of
their collective responses to unsafe situations. Based on our study design, we have provided
design recommendations for such applications.
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APPENDIX A: SCREENING QUESTIONNARE
1. Are you age 18 or older?
o Yes
o No
2. How many experiences do you have in which you felt unsafe in a situation?
o 0
o 1 or more
3. Sex:
o Male
o Female
o LGBTQQIP2SAA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, queer, intersex, pansexual, two-spirit (2S), androgynous, and asexual)
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APPENDIX B: RECRUITMENT NOTICE
We are recruiting participants to take part in a study to assess personal safety mobile applications. We are looking for participants who are 18 years or older, who have at least one
experience of feeling unsafe in any situation. We are interested to learn whether there are
differences according to the sex, so we encourage males, females and LGBTQQIP2SAA
community to take part.
A screening procedure will be conducted to finalize the participants for the study. Those
interested in the study will be sent a screening questionnaire to assess suitability for the
study.
The study will be conducted in the Graphics and Experiential Media (GEM) Lab, on the
4th floor of Mona Campbell building, Dalhousie University. You will be given a device
(Android/iPhone) to use in the study, if you prefer not to use your own. First, you will meet
the researcher, where the study will be explained in detail and you will be asked to provide
informed consent. You will then complete a brief demographic questionnaire and be interviewed to learn your experiences with personal safety. We are not interested to know details of your past experiences as we are just looking for a general description of when you
would characterize a situation to be unsafe. You will then be given a list of scenarios of
potentially unsafe situations and will be asked to describe how you might respond. You
will then be given a list of personal safety applications to choose from and will be asked to
download the one on your phone or lab device. You will be trained on how to use it.
The researcher will observe you while you are installing the application. You will then be
asked on how you would use the application in the same unsafe scenarios and how such
applications might change your reactions in the future. The entire session is expected to
take about 2.5- 3 hours to complete. Each participant will be compensated with $30 for
participating in the study, which is paid at the time of initiating the study.
If you are interested in participating, please contact Hasmeet Singh Chandok by email at
Singh@dal.ca.
If you do not wish to disclose your identity to the researchers, you can also use an anonymous email, which is not linked to your personal information.
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APPENDIX C: CONSENT FORM
Principal Investigators: Hasmeet Singh Chandok, a graduate student at Faculty of Computer Science, singh@dal.ca
Contact Person: Hasmeet Singh Chandok, Faculty of Computer Science, singh@dal.ca
Supervisor: Dr. Kirstie Hawkey, Faculty of Computer Science, hawkey@cs.dal.ca
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Raghav Sampangi, Faculty of Computer Science, raghav@cs.dal.ca
Other Researchers: Dr. Mike Just, Associate professor, School of Mathematical & Computer Sciences; Computer Science, Heriot Watt University
Dr. Alette Willis, Chancellor's Fellow, School of Health in Social Science, University of
Edinburgh
Dilpreet Gill, MACS student, FCS
JeyaBalaji Samuthiravelu, MACS student, FCS
Funding provided by: The study is funded by NSERC
Introduction:
We invite you to take part in a research study being conducted by Hasmeet Singh Chandok,
a student at Dalhousie University as part of his computer science degree program. Your
participation in this study is voluntary and you can withdraw from the study at any time.
You can even choose to withdraw your data within 1 week after participation, if you don’t
feel comfortable about it for any reason. The study is described below in detail. It includes
all the risks and benefits you might face during the study. Participation in the study may
increase your knowledge about personal safety applications and we might learn things that
will benefit others. You should discuss any questions you have about this study with
Hasmeet Singh Chandok (singh@dal.ca).
Purpose:
The purpose of our research is to understand the user behavior while installing and using
personal safety applications in an unsafe situation. The information below will tell you
about what is involved in the research, what you will be asked to do and about any benefit,
risk, inconvenience or discomfort that you might experience.
You should discuss any questions you have about this study with the researcher (Hasmeet
Singh Chandok). Please ask as many questions as you like. If you have any questions later,
please contact at singh@dal.ca.
Who Can Take Part in the Research Study?
You should be 18 years of age or older, with at least 1 experience of feeling unsafe in a
situation.
What You Will Be Asked to Do:
In the beginning, researcher will explain the study in detail and will be given a consent
form to read thoroughly and sign. You will be then asked to fill up a demographic questionnaire followed by a brief interview to understand more about your personal experiences
with unsafe situation. The unsafe scenarios will be explained to you and you will be asked
to discuss your reactions on those scenarios. You will then be asked to choose an application from a list of applications, which would fully explain about what that application does
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and how. After this, you will be asked to install a personal safety application on your phone
or lab phone, provided by the researcher and your installation preferences will be observed.
You have the option of using your personal accounts, or if you are not comfortable using
personal accounts, you will be provided with fake email addresses, names and contacts to
register and use the app considering your privacy needs. When using your phone or the
phone we provided, you will be required to give access to contacts stored on the device. In
case you use your own phone, it would also mean that you might be required to give permission to the application to access your personal contacts photos, camera etc. as listed in
Appendix F. Finally, you would be doing a semi-structured interview with the researcher
to help them know more about why you chose that particular application from the list, how
would you use these applications in future, what new features would you expect to have in
these applications. The whole session will take approximately 2.5- 3 hours in total.
In the interview, another researcher would be taking notes of the conversation between you
and the main researcher. These notes would be used for the analysis and once the analysis
is complete, they would be destroyed. While the analysis is underway the notes would be
saved in locked cabinet and are only accessible to the researchers.
Possible Benefits, Risks and Discomforts
Participation in the study may increase your knowledge about available personal safety
applications and we might learn things that will benefit others. You will be compensated
with $30 for participating for the whole study even if you are not able to finish.
All the personal details will be kept confidential. Your comments may be quoted in the
report and any published materials. If we include any of your quotes in our publications,
you will be referred by a participant ID and not by your name or any other personal information. All the research data will be kept safely in a locked cabinet and using pseudonyms
or participant numbers which will preserve the anonymity of the textual data. The data will
be kept for 3 years and will be destroyed after that.
If you decide to withdraw from the study at any point before completion no data will be
retained. All data will be destroyed, except the consent form signed by you.
If you feel uncomfortable at any time of the study, you are free to stop participating. You
can also choose to withdraw the data, even after completing the study. However, it must
be done within 1 week after participation. Moreover, all the voice recordings will be password protected and will be accessible to researchers involved in this project. Once transcribed, the recordings will be destroyed.
Even when you are using your own phone, you will be provided with fake data to use in
the application if you do not want to use your own information. It will include fake contacts, names and email.
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As we will be using third party applications, you may sometimes feel frustrated by the
applications being unresponsive. There may also be some risk of embarrassment for not
being able to use the applications properly. It may also cause distress while doing the study,
as we will be talking about unsafe situations. A list of resources available on/off-campus
will be provided to you at the end of the study, if requested. (Appendix J).

If you have any ethical concerns about your participation in this research, you may also
contact Research Ethics, Dalhousie University at (902) 494-1462, or email: ethics@dal.ca.

Signature Page
Project Title: Understanding the user perspective of personal safety applications on mobile devices.
Lead Researcher: Hasmeet Singh Chandok, a graduate student at Faculty of Computer
Science, singh@dal.ca
“I have read the explanation about this study. I have been given the opportunity to discuss
it and my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I hereby consent to take part in
the study. However, I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw from the study at any time.”
I understand that beyond 1 week after participation it will not be possible to remove my
data, as informed in the consent form.
Participant
Researcher
Name: _____________________________Name: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________Signature: ____________________________
Date: ______________________________Date: ________________________________
“I would like to know about the results of this study, once completed”
 Yes
 No

Email address: _____________________________

“I agree that my participation in the experiments will be audio recorded and another researcher will take notes from my conversation for analysis. I understand that this is a condition of participation in the study and this audio recording and notes may be used in publication or presentation of results, after being anonymized.”
 Yes
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 No
Participant
Researcher
Name: _____________________________ Name: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________ Signature: ____________________________
Date: _____________________________ Date: _______________________________

“I agree to let you directly quote any comments or statements made in any written reports
or interview and I understand that the anonymity of textual data will be preserved by using
pseudonyms/participation id.”
 Yes
 No
Participant
Researcher
Name: ________________________________ Name: ___________________________
Signature: _____________________________ Signature: _________________________
Date: ________________________________ Date: ____________________________
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APPENDIX D: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
Feel free to skip any questions that you would not like to answer.
1. How do you identify yourself?
o Male
o Female
o LGBTQQIP2SAA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, queer,
intersex, pansexual, two-spirit (2S), androgynous, and asexual)
2. What is your age?
o 18-24 year’s old
o 25-34 year’s old
o 35-44 year’s old
o 45-54 year’s old
o 55-64 year’s old
o 65-74 year’s old
o 75 years or older
3. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently enrolled, highest degree received.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

No schooling completed
Nursery school to 8th grade
Some high school, no diploma
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)
Some college credit, no degree
Trade/technical/vocational training
Associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Professional degree
Doctorate degree

4. Employment Status: Are you currently…?
o Employed for wages
o Self-employed
o Out of work and looking for work
o Out of work but not currently looking for work
o A homemaker
o A student
o Military
o Retired
o Unable to work
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5.

Ethnicity origin (or Race): Please specify your ethnicity
o White
o Hispanic or Latino
o Black or African American
o Native American or American Indian
o Asian / Pacific Islander - For eg. Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indian,
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Burmese, Cambodian, Filipino, Laotian, Thai,
Vietnamese)
o Other

6. For how long you have been in Canada:
o > 2 year
o <=2 year
7. How long have you lived in Halifax Regional Municipality?
o > 2 year
o <=2 year
8. Do you consider yourself to be a racially visible person?
o Yes
o No
Examples of racially visible groups, include, but aren’t limited to:
• Black
• Latin American
• East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean)
• South Asian ( e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi)
• Southeast Asian (e.g., Burmese, Cambodian, Filipino, Laotian, Thai, Vietnamese)
• West Asian and Arab (e.g., Iranian, Lebanese, Egyptian, Armenian, Palestinian,
Syrian
Moroccan)
• People of mixed origin (e.g., with one parent in one of the racially visible groups
listed above).
9. Do you consider yourself a person with a disability?
o Yes
o No
Examples of groups of persons with a disability, include, but aren’t limited to:
• Coordination/dexterity (e.g. cerebral palsy)
• Blind/visual impairment
• Speech Impairment
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• Non -visible physical impairment (e.g. hemophilia)
• Developmental/mental impairment (e.g. Down’s syndrome)
• Mobility impairment (e.g. need to use a wheelchair)
• Learning disability (e.g. dyslexia)
• Deaf/hearing impairment
• Psychiatric impairment (e.g. severe depression)
10. How many hours on an average do you spend on your smartphone every day?
__________________________________________
11. How often do you download new applications on your smartphone?
________________________________________
12. What type of applications do you usually download on your smartphone?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________
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APPENDIX E: SCENARIO’S
Scenario 1: You have arrived at a community gathering with friends, but there
are also many people there whom you do not know. While talking to a stranger,
something this person says makes you uncomfortable. You look around but cannot see any of your friends, making you feel unsafe.
Scenario 2: You have arranged to meet with a stranger in a parking lot in a distant neighborhood during daylight hours to finalize a purchase from a classified
website. While talking with this person, something that they do makes you feel
very uncomfortable and unsafe.
Scenario 3: You are walking home alone late at night and you notice that someone is walking behind you. You attempt to ignore them but something in their
actions makes you believe that they might harm you.
Justification (Not to be shown to the participants, at the time of study.)
The scenarios are intended to meet the following three principles:
 They should be applicable to all participant groups.
 They should use minimal information to convey a risky situation, allowing a participant to create the details specific to their own subjective and contextual concerns.
 The scenarios should gradually increase the perceived risk (from Scenario 1 to
Scenario 3) based on increased levels of isolation and a reduced availability of assistance.
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APPENDIX F: APPLICATION BROCHURE
Brochure of Personal Safety Apps

Contents
1. Bsafe
1.1. Description ……………………………………………………………………
1.2. Why Bsafe …………………………………………………………………….
1.3. Why should someone use Bsafe……………………………………………….
1.4. Technical Specifications of Bsafe …………………………………………….
1.5. SWOT of Bsafe ……………………………………………………………….
2.

Life360
2.1. Description ……………………………………………………………………
2.2. Why Life360 ………………………………………………………………….
2.3. Why should someone use Life360…………………………………………….
2.4. Technical Specifications of Life360.………………………………………….
2.5. SWOT of Life360…………………………………………………………...…

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

3. Circleof6
3.1. Description …………………………………….……………………………… 5
3.2. Why Circleof6 ………………………………...………………………………. 5
3.3. Why should someone use Circleof6 ….……….………………………………. 5
3.4. Technical Specifications of Circleof6 ………...………………………………. 5
3.5. SWOT of Circleof6 ……………………………………………………………. 5
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Organization of the report
This report analyses three different mobile applications in various aspects. Each mobile
application is described using five different sections which are explained as follows.
Description
This section of the application provides a description of the application to the reader. This
is a general overview of the mobile application explained in Layman’s terms.
Why this application?
This section provides a more detailed description of the application in a view of the explaining "Novelty" of the application.
Why should someone use this application?
This section explains the key takeaways of the user from the application. This explains
the major features, advantages of using this application, etc.
Technical Specification of the application
This section explores the application in a technical point of view. The permissions used
by the application are discussed in this section.
SWOT for the application
SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats in the context
of project management. SWOT analysis is performed on a business model or a project to
analyse in a constructive and efficient manner. This section analyses the application in a
SWOT perspective.
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1.1 Description
Bsafe is a personal safety application loaded with all the necessary safety features that
are required to keep some one feel safe. Bsafe basically creates your own personal safety
network. This network can have as many as people you want, it can be either your family
or friends or buddies on your community.
1.2 Why Bsafe?
Bsafe has varied features like creating individual personal safety networks for different
groups of people. Some of the other features that Bsafe uses are
1. Share GPS location to friends or family (both continuous location updates and
panic update)
2. Timer mode that automatically creates a panic alert and sends it to the personal
safety network after a particular time.
3. Fake call helps to create a fake incoming call.

1.3 Why should someone use?
Bsafe compared to other similar personal safety applications in the market; it is one of
the useful emergency applications. It has the features that are required for most of the
users.
1.4 Technical specification for Bsafe
Bsafe requests access of:
1. User Account information
2. Contact information
3. GPS Location
4. SMS and Phone
5. Photos and Media access
6. Storage, Camera, Wifi, Microphone
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1.5 SWOT for Bsafe
Bsafe has all the required features that need to be present in a personal safety application.
Number of features is more and sometimes the application looks feature heavy. User
Interface is easily understandable which overcomes the effect of feature heaviness. Application has no noticeable bugs or flaws.
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2.1 Description
Life360 is a personal safety app that mainly focuses on family and close friend’s safety.
It has features to create circles to add family members. Those who are in the circle can
access the other circle member’s location, battery percentage, etc. Life360 also has other
premium features like Driving analysis, crash detection, etc.
2.2 Why Life360? Why should someone use Life360?
Life360 not only acts as a personal safety app. It also helps in locating the status of family
member/friends. Life360 has a list that continuously displays the vital stats for the close
circles phone. Life360 can also be used to check where a person’s location. (E.g. To check
the location of the kid on a school bus, etc.)
2.3 Technical Specifications of Life360
Life360 is available for both Android and iOS platforms. Life360 uses the following
permissions:
1. User Account information, Running Apps
2. Contact information, Calendar
3. GPS Location
4. SMS and Phone
5. Photos and Media access
6. Storage, Camera, Wi-Fi, Microphone
2.4 SWOT for Life360
Life360 is a full-fledged tracking application that focuses on personal safety too. Life360
does what it is supposed to do. Live tracking and Check-in updates are more useful tracking feature for general-purpose day-to-day use. Generally personal safety applications will
not frequently used apps. It consumes space in the device memory, and can’t be avoided.
But Life360 tries to change this by adding some additional functionality to make its users
use this for day-to-day general purpose activities like, tracking family member’s location.
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Circle of 6 is a simple personal safety application where one can add a group of 6 friends
or close family member. When a panic situation is experienced, Current GPS location
can be shared with the circle or the app can send a text to the circle requesting a call back.
3.2 Why circle of 6? Why should someone use it?
Circle of 6 follows a minimalistic UI theme and simple interface. This helps when someone to do the intended operation when experiencing a panic situation. Circle of 6 also
uses SMS as the method of communication to communicate with the circle.
3.3 Technical specification of Circle of 6
Circle of 6 is available for both Android and iOS platforms. Circle of 6 uses the following permissions:
1. User Account information
2. Contact information
3. GPS Location
4. SMS and Phone
5. Photos and Media access
6. Storage, Network
4.

SWOT for Circle of 6

Circle of 6 is a focused personal safety application with crisp and easy to use interface.
Many Universities and other giant corporations use circle of 6 as their personal safety
application. Circle of 6 has a very simple interface, which helps the user to select their
intended action. Circle of 6 is also stable with no noticeable bugs.
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APPENDIX G: INTERVIEW 1
1. What type of situation would you define as an unsafe situation?
(You can choose not to answer this question, if it makes you uncomfortable)
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2. What are the elements that characterize an unsafe situation?
(You can choose not to answer this question, if it makes you uncomfortable)
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX H: SEMI- STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
1. Why did you choose to use your own phone or the lab phone? Please elaborate.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

2. What factors did you consider while choosing the personal safety application from
the list?
a) _____________________________________________
b) _____________________________________________
c) _____________________________________________
d) _____________________________________________
e) _____________________________________________
f) _____________________________________________
g) _____________________________________________
h) _____________________________________________
i) _____________________________________________
j) _____________________________________________
3. Did you care about what permissions personal safety applications ask for at the
time of installation?
a) Yes
b) No
c) I usually notice, but I didn’t care in this case because it was about personal
safety.
4. Did you care about the data being collected by the application and its storage and
how it’s being shared with others (security)?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________

5. How would you react to all three scenarios discussed before, if you had access to
this application?
Scenario 1:
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________
Scenario 2:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________
Scenario 3:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________
6. How would you react on in the unsafe situation listed by you in your first interview (Appendix G)?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________

7. Do you think you will use any personal safety application in future?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________
8. Is there any more functionality you would like to have in the personal safety application you choose?
(It can also from two other applications we had in the list).
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________
Thanks a lot for participating in the study.
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We will be using these questions for starting the interview and may ask participant to
elaborate on it.
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APPENDIX I: EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH EQUALITY AND ACCESSIBILITY OFFICE, DALHOUSIE STUDENT UNION
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APPENDIX J: COUNSELLING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Counselling Services
2nd floor, LeMarchant Place
1246 LeMarchant Street
Halifax, NS B3H 4R2
Phone: 902-494-2081
Fax: 902-494-3337
General enquiries: recepcps@dal.ca
Director: joanne.mills@dal.ca
Human Rights & Equity Services
Henry Hicks/Academic Administration Building
Dalhousie University
c/o The President's Office
6299 South St, room 2
P.O. Box 15000
Halifax, NS, B3H 4H6
Phone: (902) 494-6672
Fax: (902) 425-1207
Email: dalrespect@dal.ca
Student Health Services
Dalhousie University
1246 LeMarchant Street, 2nd floor
PO Box 15000
Halifax, NS, B3H 4R2
Phone: (902) 494.2171
(phone lines open 8 a.m.-close)
Fax: (902) 494.6872
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APPENDIX K: EXAMPLE ELEMENTS OF AN UNSAFE SITUATION
Elements that can characterize unsafe situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Being Alone
Places with low/no lighting (darkness).
In the presence of drunk people.
Natural Emergencies
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Social Sciences & Humanities Research Ethics Board
Letter of Approval
March 14, 2017
Hasmeet Singh Chandok
Computer Science\Computer Science

Dear Hasmeet Singh,
REB #:
Project Title:
on mobile devices

2016-4058
Understanding the user perspective of personal safety applications

Effective Date:
Expiry Date:

March 14, 2017
March 14, 2018

The Social Sciences & Humanities Research Ethics Board has reviewed your application
for research involving humans and found the proposed research to be in accordance with
the Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans. This
approval will be in effect for 12 months as indicated above. This approval is subject to the
conditions listed below which constitute your on-going responsibilities with respect to the
ethical conduct of this research.
Sincerely,

Dr. Karen Beazley, Chair
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APPENDIX M: APPROVAL FOR AMENDMENT

Social Sciences & Humanities Research Ethics Board
Amendment Approval
April 06, 2017
Hasmeet Singh Chandok
Computer Science\Computer Science

Dear Hasmeet Singh,
REB #:
Project Title:
mobile devices

2016-4058
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The Social Sciences & Humanities Research Ethics Board has reviewed your amendment
request and has approved this amendment request effective today, April 06, 2017.
Sincerely,

Dr. Karen Beazley, Chair
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